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Stories From Heaven

PREFACE

These “Stories From Heaven” 
could not have been given to the world 
at a more appropriate time than now.  
The world is in a terrible state of 
corruption and confusion politically, 
religiously and socially.  Honesty, 
modesty, genteelness and morality seem 
to have been eliminated from our way of 
life, at least in effect if not consciously.  
However, God has given the world a 
Miracle it needs.

On July 28, 1967, The Miracle Of 
Saint Joseph was formally announced 
to a True Mystic.  God had chosen a 
woman to give us the sound direction, 
hope and example we need.  It was not 
the first time God had chosen a woman 
to accomplish His Purpose, always for a 
specific task in a particular time.  This 
True Mystic for our day is Frances Marie 
Klug.  She resided in Southern California 
as a wife, a mother, and a grandmother 
until her death on November 15, 2009.

In This Miracle Of Saint Joseph, 
Many Saints have come forth to 
speak through Frances Klug.  These 
“Stories From Heaven” are just a 
few of the thousands of Revelations 
received through her.  Very often these 
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Revelations were preceded by extensive 
Teachings which time and space did 
not allow us to put in print.  However, 
some of these Teachings will be found in 
several of the many Volumes of “Stories 
From Heaven”.

In these Revelations The Saints 
refer to Frances as “the child”, “the 
funnel”, “the spoon”, “the instrument” 
and “the little one”.  God made her our 
Spiritual Mother.  For many years now, 
because of this fact, she has been called 
“Mother Frances”, or simply “Mother”.  
Heaven also refers to people of all ages 
as “children” and emphasizes time and 
again, This Miracle is for people of all 
races, all colors and all creeds.

For someone turning the pages of 
these “Stories From Heaven” for the 
first time, they will easily recognize 
the sound logic and sound direction 
the Messages contain.  Mother Frances 
heard the Words with the Ears of her 
Soul, and would repeat Them aloud 
when she was told to do so.

This Teaching Miracle is a 
direct parallel to the time Our Lord 
walked the earth.  He did not loudly 
proclaim to everyone, “I am The Son 
of God.”  He taught in a quiet manner, 
simple, extensive, but always detailed 
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in repetitiveness, instilling in those 
listening what He wanted them to 
remember.  He taught in parables, 
short, simple stories containing moral 
lessons.  He knew men could more 
easily understand and remember the 
point He was trying to make this way.  
His “Teaching Stories” pertained to 
everyday living, practical matters, 
and how to become a Saint.  He gave 
hope through these stories.  He gave 
example.

Now in our time, God is once again 
giving us “Teaching Stories” through 
Saint Joseph and His instrument, 
Mother Frances.  Through her, in a 
quiet, unassuming and genteel way 
which appears so “natural”, mankind is 
again being taught the Purpose of life, 
and what God expects man to be like 
in his daily living.  People feel hope in 
these Teachings, Example always given.

Two major Revelations of 
significance have been given for us in 
our day.  Our Heavenly Mother is Part 
of The Divine, and Saint Joseph is truly 
The Holy Ghost.  These should not bring 
an immediate rejection, but should 
pique our curiosity and interest.

Our Faith in God is based upon 
many mysteries.  Whether it be The Holy 
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Trinity, the Incarnation of God, or The 
Holy Eucharist, men strive to understand 
These, trying to grasp a small glimpse of 
the Beauty of the Truth They Are.  These 
mysteries also pique our imagination 
and interest.  However, even though we 
know God revealed these mysteries to 
mankind and we accept them in Faith, 
they still remain just that, mysteries.

One has only to look at these 
“Stories From Heaven” to see the value 
They are, and to feel the hope They 
instill.  No man can logically deny purity 
of thought when it is so obvious.  No man 
can deny purity in direction, when it is 
based on sound morals, sound values, 
sound standards.  Do not be blind to 
truth.  Skepticism is for people who are 
unable to see the truth of a matter or 
situation, and many times skepticism 
drowns out purity because it is full of 
ego and pride in one’s self.  Skeptics 
find it an easy out to disclaim truth.

There is no doubt that it takes time 
for such Phenomena as This Miracle to 
penetrate even those minds who feel 
they are capable of discerning such 
Phenomena.  We must not be governed 
by purely another man’s determination, 
but we must understand that logic, 
sound reasoning and purpose must be 
the criteria of our Faith in God.
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PLEASE READ
In some early volumes of “Stories From 

Heaven”, many Revelations describe edifices 
to be built on Saint Joseph’s Hill Of Hope. As 
just one facet of The Miracle Of Saint Joseph, 
God invited men of all races, colors and creeds 
to participate in building a “City Of God”. 
Every building, chapel, bridge, shrine, garden, 
amphitheater, and even a hospital and a research 
center, to be included in this Magnificent 
Project, would be designed down to the most 
minute detail by Heaven.

This City Of God would be a place of great 
beauty for men throughout the world to visit, 
to gain true spiritual strength and to learn 
firsthand that which Heaven wants all men to 
know.

Much to the great loss of every man, 
woman and child in the world, this City has not 
been built. Innumerable obstacles were placed 
in the way of Its completion by those who 
would have benefited the most. Not enough men 
volunteered to return the gifts of their time and 
talents to God. Not enough people came forward 
with the money needed to participate in God’s 
Plan in a monetary way. Donations became less 
and less, because the men in the Church said, 
“Don’t give.” They discouraged people from 
participating.

For many years, Mother Frances and 
a handful of volunteers made every effort to 
overcome all opposition to men’s lack of wisdom, 
to build this City for God. However, we are not 
at a total loss. The Sound Teaching and Sound 
Direction given by Heaven in the many volumes 
of “Stories From Heaven” continued through 
the years, and will benefit people everywhere 
for many generations to come.

In the future, if the hearts and minds 
of men change, the world will one day see the 
Beautiful City Of God.
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All Revelations are delivered 
spontaneously and continuously 
as witnessed by all those present 
at the time.
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JUNE 18, 1998 AT 1:34 P.M.

SAINT ANNE

“I am Saint Anne.  I do not speak 
often through This Precious Gift of 
The Father’s Love, obviously giving 
to mankind Sound Direction, and an 
awareness of how deeply mankind 
is Loved, in a manner and in a way 
different than mankind loves each 
other.

The world is saturated with so 
many areas of impurities, indignities, 
demeaning to the very existence of 
the individuals.  In the Creation of 
human life, so much was implanted 
into the senses regarding purity for 
the mind, protection for the body, 
and a deep sense of recognition that 
others should be respected, because of 
their being human, having a Soul, and 
bearing that Special Grace that goes 
with human life, being able to know 
what is morally right, sound, pure, for 
all their acts, actions, words, works, 
accomplishments, and practices in 
daily life.

At this time there is very little 
example regarding the importance of 
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the dignity which The Father instilled 
for the purpose of good example to one 
another, and of course, for the young as 
well as all other ages, and all degrees 
of intelligence.  So much is being 
instructed in an understandable way; 
plus, so Many Saints are being requested 
to speak, openly addressing subjects 
that are obviously daily practices of 
human life, and these subjects must 
be understood as the basis on which 
human lives will be Judged.

Now I will mention a subject that 
few ever think of, and that is impurities 
of the mind, the body, in many ways 
that are being practiced without any 
thought of the consequences that these 
things cause to one’s self, or to those 
with whom they are involved.

Mankind says, ‘I know The 
Commandments of God,’ and perhaps 
he or she can repeat Them word for 
word, but as mankind knows These 
Commandments, They have been 
brought down to such a concise formula 
of thinking, that much is not considered 
as being part of the Commandment, as 
it was when it was first delivered to 
Moses a long time ago.
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I will use only one Commandment 
in My Description:  Thou Shalt Not 
Kill.  We so often hear someone say, ‘I 
have killed no one.’  We say, ‘Perhaps 
you have, because there are many ways 
to kill,’ but mankind connects only the 
physical body to this Commandment.  
This, of course, is due to the fact that 
through years of condensing These 
Commandments, so much of each one 
of Their worth has been diminished by 
the excuse that it covers everything, 
and They would be too lengthy to 
memorize in Their fullest delivery.

Another Commandment:  Thou 
Shalt Not Steal.  This covers many 
portions of human life, but it is humanly 
accepted in a very light, humanistic 
evaluation.  It is time mankind learn the 
full meaning of The Commandments of 
God, because if they do not, many Souls 
will suffer for all eternity, because 
of the individual in whom They were 
placed at the moment of conception.

Ask yourself:  Do you truly 
understand that within you, you carry 
a Specific Portion of The Father of 
All Creation?  If you say ‘Yes,’ then 
you must ask yourself, ‘What is this 
Closeness, this Connection I am the 
custodian of?’
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I say to the whole world:  
‘Awareness is the first step to under-
standing that human life has within 
it a Special Gift of Divine Love 
that causes human life to have the 
abilities of understanding, the senses 
to understand that there is a Greater 
Force, Source, Entity of Life, that 
human life is responsible to, because of 
that One Portion that connects human 
life to The Divine.’  So be it.”
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JUNE 19, 1998 AT 1:20 P.M.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.  
When the story of My life is put into 
script, there are many important facts 
that others do not know about, so what 
is written oftentimes states situations 
that are far less important than what 
the important occurrences consisted 
of.

In so many ways, this is what 
occurs so many times in stories of those 
who have lived in a different time of 
life, and who practiced obedience to 
The Father’s Will according to specific 
rules, regulations, needs and purposes 
that The Father Decreed must be 
covered at a given time, so in later 
years mankind would be cognizant of 
important issues.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a deep Love for This Gift The Father 
has given to mankind.  The allowance 
of so Many Saints to speak is a Gift of 
Magnificence beyond human under-
standing, because with so Many 
Different Lives involved in presenting 
to the world of mankind issues, values, 
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ideals, give to mankind a greater 
understanding that We All faced many 
things, and were responsible for many 
things that mankind is confronted with 
now.

We hear men, women and children 
delighted to read the stories that are 
written about the Lives of The Saints.  
Granted, so much is not put into script, 
because no individual would have the 
capacity or the time or the ability to 
write in detail all the personal hidden 
Instructions by The Saints to them.

The world has been given a Great 
Miracle, and those who doubt find 
emptiness, and use only humanistic 
evaluations on how to handle situations 
that would be more beneficial morally, 
physically and spiritually, if they were 
handled with a conscious understanding 
that they have within them a Portion 
of The Creator of All Things.

The question that mankind of 
all ages should never ignore, and that 
one question is:  ‘Today, have I pleased 
God, and is my Soul pleased with me?’  
Sounds like a simple question, but it 
is enormously important, because the 
Soul is the recipient of the Judgment 
at a given time, that each human being 
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will be responsible for; also, will be 
the recipient of in a way, in a manner, 
in a degree, difficult for mankind 
to understand now, but as human 
life consciously reaches for strength 
to conquer weaknesses, hope to be 
successful in many areas, mankind 
should also constantly be cognizant 
of success for that One Great Portion 
of human life, to return It to God ‘a 
Saint’.  So be it.” 
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JUNE 22, 1998 AT 1:24 P.M. 

SAINT STANISLAUS

“I am Saint Stanislaus.  This 
Magnificent Gift of Divine Love that 
allows so Many of Us to speak to 
mankind of all ages, cultures, creeds, 
is a Gift beyond what human love can 
possibly understand.

Man talks about phenomenon, 
exaggerates its existence when he or she 
sees the magnitude of an occurrence, a 
situation.  What The Father is allowing 
at ‘this time’ in which you live, is 
beyond what any phenomenon can be 
determined as the greatest thing that 
could happen.

Ask yourself when you pray:  Do 
you truly believe that the prayer is 
being heard by the One to Whom you 
are praying?  Though this question is 
simple, it is an important question, 
because so few truly understand the 
closeness that mankind has to All The 
Saints, because through this close 
Connection there is a Strength of Hope 
that nothing else has.

The Father has handed to mankind 
a Miracle of Communication, allowing 
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so Many to speak Words of Direction, 
Words of Consolation, and These Words 
are oftentimes just looked at, but then 
passed over because there is no sound 
to the Words, yet how many individuals 
will read a story of their choice and 
remember what was expressed, what 
was elaborated upon, even down to the 
characters involved; also, many times, 
remembering this story in detail years 
later?

All that has passed through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love must 
be passed throughout the world in 
every language, in multiple copies.  To 
some this is a great challenge, but the 
challenge is the most worthwhile Act 
of Divine Love that human life can give 
to the whole world of mankind.

There is no material gift that can 
equal One Revelation of Direction by 
One of Us Here, because there is nothing 
that mankind has that is greater than 
the Soul that is given at the moment 
of his or her conception.  The Soul has 
been chosen to exist Forever, bearing 
the name of the individual in whom It 
is placed at the moment of conception.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
deep Love for mankind, because the 
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Gift of human life extends far beyond 
any other living thing or matter.  The 
strength in a human mind is important 
in daily living, but each human mind 
has the responsibility of understanding 
that the mind only remains as long 
as the living body exists, but the Soul 
goes on Forever, and the Soul, as the 
recipient of all that the individual 
practiced in his or her lifetime, will 
be what will live in a Form Greater 
than what human life is all about 
physically.

Many hours could be spoken, 
thousands of Words could be written, 
but What I have just given in a short 
span of time, considered brief in 
Content, is more worthwhile than if an 
individual was able mentally to retain a 
thousand volumes of any other subject.  
So be it.”
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JUNE 22, 1998 AT 2:11 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  It 
is with Great Joy, Deep Love, and a 
Mother’s Concern that I come to speak 
today.

Children throughout the world 
are not being encouraged to act in 
a pure state of speech, learning or 
instruction.  Children are being 
ignored, allowing them the so-called 
‘freedom of thought, action’, using 
their will so that they will be strong 
amongst others their own age, or even 
under conditions that involve those of 
older ages.

The world has not just ignored 
The Commandments of The Father, but 
has dismissed Them as the Guidelines 
for all ages.  This is a great sadness to All 
of Us, because without an individual’s 
understanding of the importance of 
the Guidelines set down by The Father, 
for each human being to more fully 
understand the necessity to protect the 
Soul against any dismemberment of 
Its Being, is a sadness beyond human 
understanding.
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Today as I speak, I speak through 
an instrument of Communication.  Just 
as there are many works in life that 
call for demonstration of instruction, 
it is also important regarding what a 
human life is expected to follow morally, 
because of The Commandments of The 
Father, that at this time throughout the 
world are being totally ignored, even by 
those who profess to believe they were 
given the task to instruct mankind on 
moral values, moral standards, moral 
intentions, moral guidelines, moral 
truths.

As I speak today, I speak as a 
Mother to all of mankind, encouraging 
everyone to correct all that they are 
doing that is impure.  Erase impurity 
from your thoughts, your words, your 
actions, your feelings, your intentions, 
and replace it with a fuller, deeper, 
more intense understanding of the 
value of serving in purity, every facet 
of life, with your Soul as the recipient 
of all you do, you say, you act, you 
think, because your Soul is connected 
to The Father in a Closeness not 
understandable to human life, but 
within the mind of human life there is 
an understanding of what is pure, what 
is impure.
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So remember, purity in all ways, 
all degrees, all actions, should be 
how you respond to everything you 
participate in, you are associated with, 
every moment of every day.  So be it.”
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JUNE 23, 1998 AT 1:02 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  For so 
many men, women and children, it is 
difficult for them to believe that All 
The Saints Who speak through This Gift 
of The Father’s Love, actually speak 
through one voice, with insurmountable 
Love for all those who have yet to face 
that moment of decision for his or her 
Soul.

Mankind, in a general way, is told 
that in human life there is a Precious 
Gift of Divine Love that no other living 
thing or matter has.  We hear some say, 
‘If It is truly there, why can I not feel 
Its Presence?’  You do, in every moment 
that you speak, you act, you take part 
in the formalities of daily living, in 
the pleasures of daily living, and even 
at those times when the physical feels 
weak or ill, or even distracted by 
something, someone, some occasion.

Today as I speak, I know that 
My Words will not be accepted by 
some, because it is difficult for human 
life, human mentality, to comprehend 
that there is an Important Portion of 
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human life that is physically, mentally 
attached, or Part of The Supreme Being.

As God is The Master Planner 
of All things created, it should be 
logical for the intellect of human life, 
to at least try to understand that they 
were not created by an object that had 
no power, but logic should tell every 
human being that there had to be a 
Supreme Power to create All there is.

We hear men and women argue 
over how they feel, how they see man 
was created.  Most times they use what 
We would call ‘a logic based on total 
imagination’, ignoring the necessity 
for a Greater Power to Exist.

The world has been Blessed so 
many times when The Father hands to 
the world a voice that repeats What it 
is told to say, to speak, and the voice 
dares to speak It in the Name of The 
Creator of All Things.  So Many Saints 
feel privileged to be a Part of This 
Great Miracle wherein there is so much 
Instruction, such Personal Attention, 
enlightening mankind of all ages, all 
degrees of intelligence, to more fully 
understand that human life was created 
for a Goal.
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Daily We see individuals striving 
for a higher goal in some source, some 
area that they are interested in.  The 
Father has given to the world a Miracle 
of His Divine Love.  Some say:  ‘Why 
is It called “a Miracle”?  I see nothing 
happening that is unusual to my sight.’  
Mankind has a way of accusing, abusing 
some of the Greatest Gifts The Father 
has given to human life.

The world has been Blessed, 
whether men of all degrees of 
intelligence deny It, because through 
This Blessing, It has awakened the 
mind, the conscience, the interest, to 
give to mankind positive Facts, the 
importance of morality over immorality, 
and that Divine Love is ever present in 
all facets of human life; plus, there is 
no place in the world where mankind 
exists that cannot read exactly What 
has been delivered through one small 
voice.

Logic should tell mankind when 
they feel denial of This Great Miracle, 
that one voice is all The Creator needs 
to instruct in many areas on the 
Importance of human life, and the Goal 
for which it is created.  So be it.”
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JUNE 25, 1998 AT 12:50 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
We hear many discussions, opinions, 
arguments, on what man refers to as 
the ‘laws of a nation, of a country’, that 
all others are to abide by.

The Commandments of God are 
rarely spoken about, and yet These 
Commandments cover all facets 
of human life, thoughts, words, 
professions, plus every state that an 
individual calls ‘a vocation’ that they 
are dedicated to.

Every day We see all these 
important things dismissed by 
individuals who pay more attention 
to the rules that individuals make 
regarding how things should be taken 
care of that are physical, such as how 
to build an edifice, how to control the 
attitudes, personalities, practices and 
involvements of individuals who, in 
some way, are doing things that are not 
acceptable to the majority of people, or 
to man’s laws.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a deep Understanding, Concern, that 
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This Gift of The Father’s Love is 
so evident on so many areas of life, 
deliberately instructing the importance 
of logical thinking, logical practices, 
that obviously protect men, women 
and children in so many areas of daily 
living.

The world has embraced 
humanism, and if several individuals 
are asked to describe how they 
determine humanism, the importance 
of it, in many ways they would find 
themselves not covering important 
facts, because in looking at humanism 
they would be so ready to accept 
laxness, indifferences, weaknesses, all 
eliminating The Commandments of God 
that so few now even think of, as they 
approach decisions that are morally 
based on what is pure, what is impure, 
what is right, what is wrong.

The Father has given to the world 
so much Verbal Descriptive Love, 
asking for It to be transcribed so that 
individuals do not have to use their 
degree of ability to remember issues 
that are important.

We see thousands, millions, daily 
throughout the world, bent on reading 
books that have no value to their way 
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of life, because the individuals tend to 
want to be entertained, so according 
to their personal opinions they choose 
reading that has no value to it.

I ask you, I ask the whole world of 
mankind, ‘How many individuals take 
the time each day to concentrate on 
the in-depth Value, Reasoning of God’s 
Commandments, and how in their 
daily life they are so in tune with The 
Commandments that they readily know 
that they have committed an offense 
small or great?’

It is important that mankind 
be not just entitled to read what The 
Commandments of God say, but They 
should be scattered throughout the 
world, reminding mankind that the 
First Rules of life came from The 
Creator of life.  So be it.”
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JUNE 26, 1998 AT 1:32 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“As I, Saint Joseph, speak to the 
world, it is to encourage, enlighten, and 
to give Hope, in a form and in a manner 
that is understandable to all degrees of 
intelligence, and to all who are born in 
different areas of the world.

The Father has Decreed This 
Time to be, to instruct mankind of all 
backgrounds that human life is a Gift 
of Divine Love that bears within it a 
Portion never seen, but obvious by Its 
unseen encouragement to believe in a 
Creator, and to understand that there 
is a right and a wrong, a purity and 
an impurity in thinking, in actions, in 
words, and in example in all areas of 
life.

As I speak openly through a voice, 
My Words are My Words, because at this 
time mankind is walking a tightrope 
that is not strong enough to carry the 
impurities that mankind is so involved 
in, as mankind knows a tightrope to 
be dangerous to walk, because of the 
individual having to balance against so 
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many odds, weight, against one small 
strip.

Today as I speak, I ask mankind 
to realize and to understand that the 
enemy of God and man, knowing the 
weaknesses of human life, constantly 
shakes that tightrope with temptations 
to distract from what is morally strong, 
morally sound, morally pure, in the 
individual’s belief in the Importance 
of having a Soul that is the victim, or 
can be the victim of impure thoughts, 
words, actions, demonstrations, 
practices.

The world must hear of This 
Miracle of Instruction, and too many 
are reluctant to be the deliverers of 
It, because of the criticism they can 
encounter by those who are more apt to 
deny the True Existence of a Creator, 
and that purity is not that necessary 
to an individual’s actions, thoughts, 
words, practices.

I could go on and on, but it is 
important that mankind of all degrees 
of intelligence and Spiritual Faith, 
recognize that they have an obligation 
to put their Soul above all temptations, 
protect It from any disgrace.  It would 
not be impossible to do.  The Father 
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requests mankind to protect the Soul 
at all costs.  So be it.” 
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JUNE 29, 1998 AT 1:21 P.M.

SAINT PETER

“I am Saint Peter.

Only the ‘highlights’ of What was 
delivered at that Specific Time, when 
The Son of God Himself spoke Words 
of Direction, communicating with a 
handful of men, so that All that would 
be delivered, would one day be passed 
to millions of men, women and children 
throughout the whole world.

Every Word was not put into 
script, but by mouth.  Those who 
received the Messages were granted 
the Grace, the moral strength, the 
intellect, and the ability to be able to 
transfer to the intellects of others the 
Magnitude of What was spoken, because 
of the Importance of human life, and 
that it was the container of More than 
what human beings thought it to be.

All of the Instructions were unable 
to be taken down Word for Word at 
that time, but the instilling of so much 
remained, and they logically discussed 
with each other their determinations 
on What they had learned, and the 
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Magnitude of Its Meaning was never 
lost.

Today in your time, mankind 
would expect The Father to reach 
mankind differently than He decided 
it to be.  We hear some say that The 
Creator would not put Words through 
a woman, but would choose man.  I ask 
you, those who cast this doubt:  ‘Was 
there not a Woman present Who was 
The Divine Mother of This Deliverer, 
and She, too, participated in a Great 
Degree of discussion when All had been 
spoken?’  Any of us would go to Her and 
say:  ‘Your Son has spoken this way.  It 
is so Magnificent.  How can we mere 
men repeat His Words?  How can we 
mere men encourage mankind to fully 
understand the Importance of being 
man, and the Great Gift of Divine Love 
that human life is the bearer of, a Soul, 
a Portion of Him?’

We hear human beings say about 
someone close to them, ‘We’re soul 
mates.’  They mean it as a compliment, 
as a strength.  At the moment of 
conception a Portion of The Creator is 
placed within the conception, joining 
human life with Divine Life, Divine 
Love, Divine Hope, so that human life 
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has a Goal for it, that no other creation 
has a Gift like It.

As The Father has given to the 
world This Gift of His Instructions 
through so Many of Us Here in the 
Heavens, Who also walked as mankind 
throughout the world, This Blessing 
is beyond human imagination, but 
It should never be not seen for the 
Magnitude of the Gift It is, for without 
the Gift, human life would be like all 
other living matter.

Throughout the world We hear 
so many men, women and children 
acting out totally humanistically, 
ignoring right from wrong, purity from 
impurity, irrational judgment rather 
than accepting logic in what is pure, 
what is impure.

The world at ‘this time’ has been 
given a Gift Greater than mankind can 
accept, but it was similar to the time 
when The Son walked the earth.  It 
took a particular Faith, and the reality 
of life, and that without a Supreme 
Being nothing could exist.  Many who 
walked argued many points of concern 
over the Facts.

We hear the same arguments today 
in your time, because they are ignoring 
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one Very Important Issue:  Without a 
Supreme Being, nothing could have 
been created.  Also, mankind is created 
with a sense of justice, a sense of what 
is right, what is wrong, what is decent, 
what is indecent, what is pure, what is 
impure, what is safe, what is unsafe.

I speak with a Love beyond human 
love, but I shout It from the Heavens:  
‘All that The Father has allowed to be 
passed through This Gift of His Divine 
Love must never cease to be allowed 
to travel throughout the world, in all 
languages, to all ages, and yes, to all 
vocations of life!’  So be it.”
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JUNE 30, 1998 AT 1:10 P.M.

SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS

“I am Saint Thomas Aquinas.

Learned men throughout the 
world, are finding themselves dictating 
their opinions on so much of what they 
are determining to be exceptional 
in oratory, and in description of The 
Father’s Will for human life.

There is much chaos throughout 
the world morally, mentally, physically, 
spiritually.  There is a sadness to Me 
when I must speak These Words.  The 
sadness is within Me, even though I am 
a Saint.

Mankind’s definition of what is 
morally sound, morally correct, morally 
pure, morally Sacred, is oftentimes 
based on the individual’s experience 
and own impressions that appeal 
to them, regarding the nature, the 
personality, the mentality of those with 
whom they associate, and many who 
they admire because of their works.

Today as I speak, I want mankind 
of all ages, all degrees of intelligence, 
all backgrounds, to use sound logic in 
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how they express their love for The 
Creator of All Things.  These words 
‘Creator of All Things’ are words of the 
past, because mankind has become so 
egotistical and possessive of what he 
or she terms a ‘greater psychological 
opinion on Spiritual matters that 
human life is obligated to follow, to 
accept, and to be example of’.

Mankind, in scientific ways, 
knowledge, has in some ways been 
allowed to advance, but mankind, in 
putting all things physical, mental and 
personal, is basically ignoring some of 
the greatest facts, features that The 
Creator put into human life, and that 
is basically, first to understand that 
mankind is limited; there is only One 
Creator.  Mankind, in so many times of 
historical changes, has dismissed Who 
the Real Intellect is where mankind is 
concerned.

Let us take a simple prayer that 
is spoken many times every day.  The 
words are:  ‘God bless you,’ ‘God love 
you,’ ‘God be with you.’

Today as I speak, I know that My 
Words must be limited, because Here 
in the Heavens We are not limited, 
but when We deal closely to mankind, 
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the relationship of communication is 
limited.

It is important that men, women 
and children throughout the world 
understand that human life is Special, 
because in all the creations of living 
matter, human life is of the highest 
level, because human life is endowed 
with a Soul, a Portion unseen, that is a 
Portion men cannot feel, but intellect, 
sensitivity, in a special way, allows 
human life to feel that human life is 
Special in several ways.

The One Who discloses this to an 
individual is the Soul of the individual, 
and the Soul participates in everything 
an individual does every day.  The Soul 
is not seen, but in some ways, at some 
times, the Soul is called or referred to 
as the ‘conscience’, or that ‘realization’ 
of what is right over what is wrong.

The Father’s Design of this 
Miracle of Divine Love is a Miracle 
Far Greater than anyone has been able 
to comprehend to Its fullest degree, 
and that is why so much has been 
instructed by so Many that The Father 
directs to speak, because human life 
could not handle All there is to know, 
to understand, or even to believe.
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A Gift such as This Miracle of 
Divine Love that instructs in different 
ways, on different points in which 
human life is involved, rarely, if ever, 
does not instruct on the importance of 
purity of mind, of body, of Soul, and the 
closeness that human life has to The 
Creator of All Things.

We hear some individuals say, 
‘All that is given seems to be somewhat 
close in length of words.’  We smile at 
this, because it is The Father’s Will 
that too much at one time not be given, 
because so much is important for 
mankind to fully understand the Close 
Relationship God is to man.  So be it.”
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JULY 1, 1998 AT 1:11 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.

At this time, this year in which 
you live, it is a difficult time in many 
ways.  We hear mankind talk about 
financial problems, marital problems, 
but rarely do We hear anyone say that 
they are very concerned over their 
moral code of ethics, and the so-called 
‘Judgment Day’.

We many times get requests 
to aid when someone is ill, to use a 
Higher Power of Love to heal, to give 
strength, and to assure the individual 
or individuals that We, in Our Love 
for mankind, will aid them to feel 
physically stronger, and return them 
to good health.

Many times when We see so much 
immorality, practicing desecration to 
the body, to the Soul, We want to return 
the request to them and say, ‘You are 
defacing the Most Important Part of 
your body, That Portion of you that is a 
Portion of The Creator.’
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Mankind’s excuse is that they 
cannot hear Us in a physical way, but this 
thought, these words are mere excuses, 
because men, women and children are 
mentally, physically, morally aware in 
what they are doing, and the category 
of its decency is evident at the time 
they are doing something they are 
involved in that is desecrating to the 
Sanctity of their Soul.

It is sad when We hear excuses, 
because no matter what country a 
human being is born, there is an innate 
understanding in human life that one’s 
actions, one’s thoughts, immediately 
lets an individual know whether it is 
pure or impure.  Some never use the 
word ‘morality’.  To them it is not how 
they would term their actions.

Many times so many excuses are 
made when there is a failure to act 
according to The Commandments of 
God.  ‘Excuse’ is oftentimes the only 
terminology that can be attached to 
immorality.

The time has come for mankind 
of all races, all colors, all creeds, all 
backgrounds, to acknowledge that 
there is a Supreme Being, and each one 
born as a human being must one day be 
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responsible in a manner, a form, a way, 
a degree, for how they live the human 
way, because within human life there is 
an innate knowledge that an individual 
is constantly conscious of, in all he or 
she partakes in.

I close My Words with a deep 
Love for those who use every chance to 
pray to The Creator to give them the 
strength to conquer all weaknesses 
that can affect their Soul in becoming 
‘a Saint’.”
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JULY 2, 1998 AT 1:14 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  
Wherever this child is, Many of Us are 
present.  That is why it is so important 
for her to understand that at any 
moment One of Us Here will want to 
speak with Words of Importance, of 
Direction, for others to be able to have 
the Knowledge, the Direction, to give to 
their way of life more moral strength, 
more understanding of the Reality of 
The Divine.

We hear so many question This 
Gift of The Father’s Love, This Gift of 
Divine Love that has been and is still 
dictating through a human voice, logic 
in Direction for others to more fully 
understand that human life was created 
for a Higher Goal, and that it is through 
the human way that human life will 
one day have the privilege, through his 
or her Soul, to be in a Place, in a Way 
and Degree, that mankind refers to as 
‘Heaven’.

There have been so many times 
since the beginning of the Creation 
of mankind, that The Father, in His 
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Love for this Creation of His, delivered 
through ‘individuals’ chosen for this 
position in time, to deliver Words of 
Wisdom beyond human understanding 
in the human mind, but yet under-
standable in the conscious ability for 
mankind to be able to see right from 
wrong, good from evil.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
Deep Love for all human life.  We hear 
some say, ‘If This Gift of Communication 
is Truth, why is It limited to one 
individual?’  This is the way The Father 
Decrees such a Magnitude of His Love 
to be expressed, because if It were 
delivered to many at one time, there 
would be much confusion because of 
the languages throughout the world 
that would differ.  In this way that it 
is being done, there can be only one 
logical Foundation understandable 
to be translated in the proper form, 
degree, manner, way.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
Deep Concern that All that has been 
given to mankind is not being delivered 
in the degree that It should be, It must 
be, It has to be.

I speak now about the Time 
when The Father gave to a man called 
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‘Moses’, The Commandments that 
mankind, from that time on, was to 
hold as The Laws of Obedience.  This 
obedience was to be in the conscious 
understanding of a human being that 
purity in one’s thinking, one’s actions, 
one’s associations with all other human 
beings, had Rules to live by, so that 
the enemy of God and man could not 
interfere and enforce his jealousies, 
hate, encouraging individuals to say 
they did not know what The Creator 
expected of them.

We have heard some questioning 
on the length of Our time speaking, 
that It is so similar, no matter which 
One of Us are delivering Words of 
Direction, Concern.  It is done this 
way because of the ability for mankind 
to absorb important Facts that are not 
too lengthy to remember.  It is Our 
repetitiveness in so many Messages 
that gives the strength to the minds 
of those who read What is spoken, the 
ability to remember the importance of 
purity in all areas of life, because of 
the Soul that mankind is the custodian 
of.

This Soul, as a Portion of The 
Creator, must be protected, and that 
is why This Gift of The Father’s Love 
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that so Many Here in the Heavens 
are privileged to deliver Facts on, 
Instruction, based on every human 
being understanding that human life is 
exceptional because it bears within it a 
Portion of The Creator that man refers 
to as ‘the Soul’.  With each Message 
that is delivered there is an important 
Factor, Fact within It.

We hear some question, ‘Why 
are there so Many different Ones 
speaking on the same subject?’  We 
smile at this, because repetitiveness in 
different forms aids different degrees 
of intellect, different moral standards 
of individuals to understand more 
indepthly than if the Words were 
exactly the same.  There would be no 
need then, for so Many Here to speak, 
but as in human life, each individual 
has a different appearance, different 
mentality, different likes, different 
dislikes, different hopes, different 
goals.  I could go on and on here.

It is important that all of human 
life understand that there is One Goal 
for human life, and that is to return 
to The Father, to His Realm that all 
human beings are created to return to, 
through the Soul that they are given at 
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the moment of their conception.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 4, 1998 AT 6:55 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  All 
of The Saints are requested by The 
Father to participate in This Special 
Gift of His to mankind throughout the 
world.  No one is to be eliminated from 
being able to read what is so Divinely 
Directed, because of the Importance of 
the Soul.

When a child is born, there is 
no child born without This Portion of 
The Father instilled at the moment of 
conception.  This Gift of Divine Love is 
Special to human life, above all other 
living things or matter.

Today as I speak through one 
small voice, as so Many Others Here do, 
it is important that all races, all colors, 
all creeds, all degrees of intelligence, 
learn to respect human life because of 
the Importance of it, the fact being that 
it is constantly in close union with The 
Creator, The Father, The True Giver 
of life.  Mankind never stands alone.  
The loneliness is only in the mentality.  
Never is a human being separated from 
The Divine.
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The Father has Decreed This 
Miracle of Instruction to be, through 
many thousands of times, that One of 
Us speaks through This Gift of Divine 
Love.  It is due to The Father’s Will and 
Divine Love for human life.

The Soul is the Communicator 
and the Soul is instructed to instill into 
the individual what is right, what is 
evil.  This very fact is proven thousands 
of times a day, because there is no time 
during the day that a Soul sleeps, so 
with this knowledge mankind must 
understand that he or she is never 
alone, and that all things are recorded 
in a manner and a way not conceivable 
to an individual, but to The Father of 
All Things.

Many Blessings pass through one 
voice.  It was meant to be this way so that 
mankind would have one focal point 
to be able to accept, to receive, and 
to follow the one point of Instruction 
so there would be no confusion to the 
mind, or the intentions, the weaknesses 
of an individual, forcing them to choose 
at an important time, on an important 
decision, practice.

So much has been handed 
mankind through one small voice.  
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The voice is momentary, the Words 
are permanently recorded so nothing 
will be lost to misinterpretation, as so 
Many of Us have the privilege to speak 
at the time when the world is in great 
need of so much Instruction regarding 
the Importance of human life, and the 
importance of decisions that human life 
is faced with morally, every moment of 
every day.

The Gift of This Magnitude is not 
man-made but Divinely Controlled, 
because mankind is in great need of 
This Communication, and the ability 
to read It again and again and again, 
indelibly marking It in the brain so 
that decision can be substantiated by 
what an individual has learned through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love for all of 
mankind throughout the world.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 6, 1998 AT 12:53 P.M.

SAINT ANTHONY MARY CLARET

“I am Saint Anthony Mary Claret.

It is a natural reaction to human 
beings to fear harm to one’s body.  It is 
natural to reject what is unpleasant in 
different areas of one’s way of life.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
deep Love for human life, because in 
such Closeness to The Divine, there is 
a constant, consistent feeling, urge, to 
want to help others who are still alive 
to more fully understand what a Great 
Gift human life is to man.

Granted, when one is active in 
the world, humanly speaking, there 
are many distractions.  Many are of 
sound value, but there are just as many 
that are detrimental to the purity 
of the Souls of those who partake in 
them.  Mankind says, ‘I know right 
from wrong.’  It is a natural ability 
instilled into human life, what is right 
physically, mentally, and what is wrong, 
harmful to one’s self or others.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a great affection for human life, 
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because human life is the foundation 
for the Greatest Life that mankind can 
achieve; that, of course, is Sainthood 
for the Soul.  Having walked the earth 
in the human form, having practiced 
a particular vocation in life, the 
responsibilities of the vocation I chose 
were far greater than perhaps I realized 
at the time.

Human life is a Gift of Divine 
Love because it is the only living 
matter that has a Goal that is Superior 
to its birthright in the human form.  So 
much emphasis is placed on success, or 
becoming well-known for a particular 
facet of talent, or degree of abilities in 
certain areas that others are interested 
in, or are helpful to the lives of others.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a sincere, deep Spiritual Hope that 
mankind will not ignore All that has 
been delivered through This Precious 
Ultimate Gift of Divine Love, properly 
named ‘a Miracle of Teaching, of 
Instruction’, devoted to all natures of 
mankind, all degrees of intellect, all 
backgrounds.

The world has been Blessed in a 
Formal Gift through The Holy Spirit 
of The Creator.  Mankind oftentimes 
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refers to the spirit of something, such 
as an occupation, a recreation, and they 
will use the expression ‘The spirits are 
all high,’ meaning that there is, or was 
great interest in what was going on.

The Father, in the Design of 
human life, gave to it, instilled in it so 
many different abilities, also degrees 
of intelligence, also different talents.  
Each of these listed cover many areas 
of life.  Throughout the world there 
are men, and some women who feel 
they have the ability to lead what they 
term ‘lives of Spiritual example’.  This 
number in count may be many, but in 
sound practice, few.

Many times, when an individual 
feels the urge to participate in 
something that is pleasurable, and also 
beneficial to others, they put much 
of their own thinking and degree of 
understanding into what they want 
others to imitate, or to understand, or 
to follow, or to see as a greater act to 
follow.  This is man’s terminology we 
hear so often:  ‘a better act to follow’.  
Now, would not ‘the best act to follow’ 
be through the Lives of so Many Saints?

Today as I speak, I speak 
differently than I have before, because 
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there are so many millions of human 
beings throughout the world that must 
be touched, to alert them, to awaken 
them, to stimulate their Spiritual 
understanding, and not just read what’s 
in a book, but to use what is spiritually 
necessary for their own Soul.

I would like to say that The 
Commandments of God, down through 
time, have remained in the same full 
degree of terminology They were given.  
They have not, because man tends 
in every way to minimize important 
subjects with the excuse ‘making it 
more understandable’.  I am sorry to 
say, conciseness omits so much of the 
importance of an important subject.

No human being is born without 
a Portion of The Father within it at the 
moment of conception.  Why so many 
ignore this Fact is a great sadness to All 
of Us, because it is innate in human life 
to want success.  The most successful 
act that a human being can arrive at, 
and that is to one day become ‘a Saint’, 
not just in the eyes of man, for there 
are Many Saints Here in the Heavens 
Who have not been pronounced by man 
to be ‘Saints’.
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I could speak for hours on this 
important subject, but I know that 
sometimes it is easier as human beings 
just to read Facts.  So be it.”
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JULY 7, 1998 AT 1:10 P.M.

MOSES

“I am Moses.

I oftentimes hear My Name 
regarding the recorded time that 
mankind has on My life.  Mankind looks 
at the Name, and immediately connects 
it to the most important part of My 
life, and that, of course, was when The 
Father delivered to Me in full Content, 
Concept, His Commandments that all 
of mankind, from that point on, was to 
understand coming from The Creator, 
directing mankind to the Importance 
of human life, and that the will of 
human life had many responsibilities, 
the most important of course, living 
life as man, using one’s conscience and 
ability to make decisions in the right 
manner, for the right reason, for the 
sake of his or her Soul.

Mankind tries to ignore that 
‘Inner Being’ that is a Portion of Him, 
because they do not feel It; BUT they 
do feel It.  It is the innate knowledge 
instilled into mankind that human life 
has a Purpose, a Goal, and an Inner 
Closeness to The Creator that nothing 
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else created has, this Connecting Link, 
this Gift of Divine Love, this Portion of 
human life that will be Judged on all 
that an individual is, in which this Gift 
of Divine Love was placed.

It is important for mankind to 
understand and stop ignoring that 
human life has been gifted with a 
Special, Personal Part of The Creator, 
and It must be protected beyond all 
human weaknesses.

As I speak through one voice, it 
is important for mankind to know, to 
understand, to be fully aware that every 
thought, every word, every association 
in human life in which an individual 
must take action, or must speak openly, 
secretly, personally to someone else, 
or to several others, his or her Soul is 
the recipient of the subject matter’s 
importance, but also the purity of 
the subject matter, because of the 
individual’s Soul that is the recipient 
of all an individual thinks, speaks, 
partakes in, develops, encourages, and 
many other human actions that an 
individual feels bound to, or feels he or 
she wants to act out, act on, act in, act 
for, act with.
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It is sad when We hear rejection 
of so much Dialogue through This Gift 
of The Father’s Love, in the Name of 
The Beloved Holy Spirit of The Father, 
‘Saint Joseph’.  Mankind must wake up 
to the Importance of human life, and 
think that instinctively man wants to 
be important in life, so mankind must 
stop ignoring the Most Important Part 
of human life, the Soul, That Portion of 
The Creator that is the recipient of all 
thoughts, words, deeds, actions, goals, 
that an individual is capable of.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 9, 1998 AT 12:55 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.

So many areas, facets of human 
life would be void without sound.  
Sound is important to mankind.  It is a 
communicator, it is a developer, and in 
its very essence gives to human life a 
force, a source in living each day.

The world without sound would 
be intolerable, because human life 
would have a difficult time existing.  
All other living things would also find it 
dangerous and without reason.  As one 
individual speaks to another one, this 
communication, most times, has hope in 
it, strength in it, information, because 
communication between human beings 
has so many facets of giving to life more 
energy, more interest, more hope.

In the Creation of human life, The 
Father gave to mankind a particular 
form of communication, and this 
has proven to be one of the greatest 
Blessings that mankind uses every day 
from childhood on up to many years.  
The learning process, the ability to 
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read, the communication of expression 
is important to all ages, all cultures, all 
creeds.  The ability to put into writing 
what one thinks, what one wants to 
share, is a form of communication that 
other living things do not have.

All through time there have been 
individuals dedicated to scientific 
explorations.  Some have been 
very successful, and through their 
adaptability to understand such areas 
of learning, they have given to mankind 
progress in many ways, progress to 
help mentally, spiritually, physically.

Today as I speak through one 
small voice, This Communication that 
We have with mankind is Important, 
because through the voice of human 
life, it gives to human life much 
learning, and also enjoyment, that 
without this Gift of voice, human life 
would be, in man’s terms ‘dull’, because 
communication between individuals 
gives much hope, interest, ideas, ideals, 
and supplements in many ways, the 
knowledge of one or the other.

There are so many things I could 
speak about on this subject, but today 
I will only touch on what a great Gift 
human life has with the ability to 
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communicate verbally, physically, but 
the greatest part of this Gift is when 
mankind communicates with The 
Creator in a loving way, depending 
upon The Creator for so many things, 
requesting for help in so many areas of 
life.

As I end what I am saying with 
you, I ask you to remember one small 
Statement that you oftentimes forget.  
It need not be said verbally, but it 
would be favorable to The Father, if 
silently, when you part from someone 
that you have been with, you secretly 
say, ‘God bless you.’  So be it.”
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JULY 9, 1998 AT 2:04 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.

The History of mankind has not 
been fully described in the many eras in 
which mankind walked with different 
beliefs, different ideals.  Some of them 
have been written about, but not in 
the full context of all the facets that 
mankind used or learned about, or 
practiced in daily life.

We hear individuals say how 
interested they are in the History of 
mankind.  Sometimes they research in 
books, portions of what they feel will 
give to their thinking some knowledge 
on the practices that others before 
them used, developed, or made as a way 
of life, according to the era of time in 
which they lived.

Mankind, in thinking of 
Christianity, learns through others’ 
writings the approximate dates in 
which there were major occurrences, 
changes.  For instance, let us go back, 
in man’s terms, ‘two thousand years 
ago’.  The History of this time, up to 
this time, has many vacant spaces.  
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Much of it was described by memory, 
not all was put into script.  Man’s 
memory is a magnificent Gift, because 
through living in different ways, man 
can remember occurrences that stood 
out:  some happy, some unhappy, some 
of major importance to the lives of 
millions of people.

From the beginning of the 
Creation of mankind, there has been a 
multitude of changes in the mentalities, 
in the abilities, in the practices of 
human beings.  Man stresses progress, 
how important it is, how interesting it 
is.  These statements are true, but there 
is one portion of progress that mankind 
does not always take into account, and 
that is the Importance of That Portion 
of human life that belongs to The Father, 
The Creator.  It is a rare subject of 
conversation, of understanding, of true 
belief, because being unseen, man has 
learned Its Presence through writings, 
through speeches; so, consequently, it 
is up to the individual to accept, reject, 
or deny that human life is accompanied 
constantly by a Living Portion of The 
Creator, called in a simple way, ‘the 
Soul’.

In discussing this subject with 
very learned men and women, it tends 
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to become a short discussion, because 
the Soul is not a visible Portion of 
human life, and true belief in It is 
in the individual’s innate love and 
understanding and belief that the 
Justice of The Creator of All Things 
would be present, and never leave 
mankind, in whom He endowed so much 
logic, so many abilities, and such a 
strong understanding of morality over 
immorality in many areas of human 
life.

It is sad when there is so little 
instruction on the importance of how 
human life exists, and what a Valuable 
Companion it has from the moment 
of its conception.  There are so many 
degrees of intellects in different 
subjects that mankind is involved in 
every day, in many ways, but so few 
of these are bent on individuals more 
fully understanding that human life is 
graced with the privilege of knowing 
right over wrong, purity over impurity, 
that little is spoken about.

There are so many subjects that 
have little worth, that mankind goes 
into great detail on believing, and 
urging others to believe in.  So much has 
been given in script through one small 
voice, mainly to alert mankind of the 
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Importance of What each human being 
is the custodian of, and that no human 
being is without this responsibility, but 
besides It being a responsibility, It is 
the Greatest Gift of Divine Love that 
mankind can be the custodian of.  In 
a simple way, a simple word, mankind 
should mention this word many times:  

My ‘Soul’ yearns one day to 
be returned to The Father.  
Please, God, allow me to have 
the strength to do this as You 
Will it to be done.  So be it.”
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JULY 10, 1998 AT 12:56 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  You, too, 
live in a time wherein much heresy is 
prevalent throughout the world.  For 
some to read This Line they would say, 
‘I would not call it “heresy”, I would 
call it “moral confusion”.’

There are many degrees, many 
types, and many vocations that use 
heresy, and those who become close 
to it do not have the ability to under-
stand it, how it affects so many areas 
of human lives.

There are many areas throughout 
the world that there are cults of men, 
women and children using their own 
imagination, and/or likes and dislikes 
of human behavior, thus standing 
strong in favor of how they feel about 
things, and would never concede to the 
Fact, to the Truth that their actions 
are heretical in many ways, and are 
detrimental to the Salvation of their 
Souls.

The Father designed a Gift of 
Instruction, bearing the Name of The 
Beloved Saint Joseph.  Daily We hear 
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rejections, much animosity, much 
jealousy attached to what This Gift 
of Divine Love is all about, alerting 
mankind to the Importance of the 
Purpose for which human life was 
created.

When We hear discussions from 
individuals, regarding This Gift that 
is instructing for the benefit of an 
individual’s Soul, We see so much 
rejection because the Soul is a forgotten 
Item, point of Importance, that very 
little is spoken about at this time.

It is important for mankind to 
understand that All that has passed 
through This Gift of The Father’s Love 
is to give to mankind a Sound Reasoning 
for human life, and that human life 
has a Goal.  Not a day goes by that We 
do not hear requests for help, for an 
individual or individuals to reach a goal 
physically in some form, or monetarily 
to some degree.  Those We do not hear 
from have lost Faith in The Creator of 
All Things hearing anything that they 
might think, say, desire or do.

Heresy is evident throughout the 
world, heretical opinions throughout 
the world.  It is time that mankind 
awaken to the importance of Spiritual 
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growth, understanding, giving balance 
to human life, value to human life, 
and concentrate on the Goal for which 
human life was created.  So be it.”
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JULY 14, 1998 AT 12:20 P.M.

OUR LORD

“I am The Second Person of The 
Holy Trinity.

It is difficult for many to believe 
that so Many speak at ‘this time’ in the 
life of mankind, but We do, and All that 
is spoken is of Great Importance for 
human life, and for the Souls of human 
life, because the Souls are a Portion 
of The Creator that must be cared for, 
cared about, and kept in a Pure State 
of Being.

All that an individual does 
reflects in his or her Soul.  You can 
compare this to the sight through the 
eyes of a human being, the memory in 
the brain.  These two facets of human 
life, these two features, remember all 
that they come in contact with, but 
also are attracted immediately to what 
is right, what is wrong, what is good, 
what is evil.

We hear so much rejection 
regarding This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, only because mankind must, in 
conscience and truth, make decisions 
of what is right over what is wrong, 
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what is good over what is evil.  Human 
life has abilities that no other living 
matter or things have; first of all, an 
inner understanding, connected to the 
Soul, of what is right, what is wrong.

This Gift of Divine Love placed 
into human life, is far more Important 
than mankind understands It to 
be.  If mankind would place as much 
Importance on this Particular Gift of 
Divine Love, instead of basing so much 
importance on the abilities that each 
one feels they are capable of, or the 
importance of how others think about 
them.

There are so many Gifts to human 
life that have great advantages to 
man’s abilities, but the most important 
part of human life is how an individual 
respects, honors what his or her Soul 
is the recipient of, never ignoring that 
everything in speech, actions, thoughts, 
reflect in the Soul that is the One 
Portion that will return to The Father, 
and is the Greatest Gift that human 
life has, that no other living matter or 
thing is the recipient of.  So be it.”
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JULY 14, 1998 AT 1:40 P.M.

SAINT FRANCIS XAVIER

“I am Saint Francis Xavier.  Many of 
Us oftentimes speak in a conversational 
manner through This Gift of The 
Father’s Love, not announcing Our 
Presence or Who We are.

This Fact may be difficult for 
many to understand, but it is logical if 
mankind will but see the importance of 
just hearing a subject that bears in it 
much detail, much Spiritual Direction, 
much concern on moral values, physical 
conditions, and the importance of 
how every type of personality, nature, 
character, can become closer to The 
Creator mentally, physically, morally, 
spiritually.

Very often Our Names are not 
mentioned, because it oftentimes 
causes others to suspect that What is 
being spoken could be imagination 
on the part of the one speaking.  This 
Gift that has so generously been 
given, instructing continuously on the 
Importance of What mankind is the 
custodian of, mankind must remember 
that the Most Important Portion of 
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human life is its Connection to The 
Creator of All Things, the Soul.

Many learned men and women 
find this difficult to believe, yet 
many of them will believe topics of 
conversation that are useless to them 
mentally, morally, physically.

Today as I speak, I speak in a 
manner that there can be no doubt 
that what is being spoken has Fact 
in It, Logic in It.  The Father has 
given to mankind a Communication 
that is Personal, and yet meant for 
all of mankind to read and find the 
Instruction that gives Sound Reasoning 
to what mankind truly consists of, 
and the Benefits that mankind is the 
custodian of.

So many times, so much emphasis 
is placed on the talents of an individual.  
When these are of sound moral values, 
and sound moral standards, it is 
advantageous to the Soul, but there 
are times when so much energy, talent, 
interest, capabilities, are lost in what is 
impure in so many areas, pleasing only 
the enemy of The Creator and man.

If there was a poll taken, and 
every human being throughout the 
world had the ability to answer all 
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the questions, it would be difficult 
for many to understand that the most 
important facts for them to understand 
would be on their moral values, their 
understanding that these are the basic 
fundamental requirements to reach for 
the Highest Goal of Sainthood possible, 
when the physical life no longer exists.

So much reasonable, under-
standable, logical subject matter has 
been delivered through This Gift of 
The Holy Spirit of The Creator of All 
Things, and We do not understand how 
there can be so much rejection of a 
Miracle of such voluminous Intentions, 
that cover every portion of what 
mankind is created with and for.

There is but One Creator, and 
just because mankind cannot see This 
Ultimate Force, Source, does not mean 
It does not exist.  There are too many 
evidences of a Superior Being that has 
created so much, and there has never 
been a time in the History of human 
life that the full understanding or 
description of This Creator has been 
allowed to be revealed on man’s terms.

So much Love passes through 
one small voice, and is requested to 
be recorded so that millions of human 
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beings can have the advantage of 
understanding more than the human 
mind is capable of conceiving on its 
own.

The world has been Blessed by 
This Gift of The Father’s, and when We 
hear rejection of It, it is not just sadness, 
it can be compared to the Time The Son 
of The Creator walked the earth.  There 
was much jealousy, much disbelief, and 
of course, along with these things, a 
lack of human understanding that no 
human being has the Power that This 
Supreme Source is capable of.

As I close, I say to all who will 
read What I have spoken:  ‘A wise 
human being accepts what is good.  A 
foolish human being rejects what is 
sound, reasonable, special, important 
and obvious, protective in a manner, a 
way, that nothing else can be.’  So be 
it.”
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JULY 15, 1998 AT 1:15 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“My time with you today is to 
encourage you to protect the purity 
of the young, through instruction 
and through caring in ways that are 
important.  Use your communication 
as a symbol of strength, concern and 
love.

There are millions of children 
throughout the world desperately 
in need of someone to care, because 
there is so little good example, and 
instruction on what is morally sound, 
correct, good.  Children are not being 
exposed to good example; in fact, it is 
sad for Me to say that because of so 
much modern inventions, children of 
all ages are being exposed to improper 
use of the body, of the mind, with no 
conscious effort or reminder that 
human life is the custodian of a Divine 
Gift, called ‘the Soul’.  Children 
are basically interested in learning, 
partaking, and being knowledgeable 
on what they term ‘growing up’, being 
‘an adult’.
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In the Creation of human life, 
The Father instilled into the minds of 
human life a Blessing called ‘intellect’, 
and through the intellect every human 
being is the custodian of what they 
practice morally, physically, spiritually, 
consciously, deliberately.

When We hear an adult in charge 
of innocent ones, We always, in Our 
Way, try to stimulate encouragement 
for the adult to speak in a form, in a 
manner, in a degree, that the child or 
children will automatically reach for 
purity in their association with what 
the subject matter is.  Purity comes in 
many degrees, many forms, many areas 
of life.  It comes in the mental, it’s 
active in the physical, and it is always 
example when it is openly shared with 
one or more individuals.

All ages must understand that 
purity of the mind and the body has a 
strength in it that impurity denies them 
of.  Also, in purity there is hope, because 
in the senses of human life, it is innate 
in human life to rely on justice, and to 
rely on what The Commandments of 
God are all about.

As I close My Words with you 
today, I close Them with a Blessing that 
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is, perhaps in some way, different than 
you are used to a Blessing to be, but as 
you are part of This Great Miracle of 
Divine Love, your responsibilities are 
far greater than you may understand 
them to be, because others who know 
your beliefs, and how you practice your 
time in daily life has merit to it, so the 
responsibility on you is far greater 
than some who have never heard What 
you have heard, who have never had 
the privilege to partake in Our Words 
firsthand, because through your work 
in this manner, you are an extension of 
All of Us.  Remember this.”
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JULY 16, 1998 AT 9:00 A.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“If a man says, ‘I believe,’ do you 
not ask him what he believes?

There are so many different 
organizations in this day that 
completely eliminate Me from their 
beliefs.  Not enough men, women and 
children are stressing their belief in 
Me, and the necessity for their behavior 
regarding My Commandments.

Mankind has become very, even 
extremely relaxed, in his or her under-
standing that human life is the only 
life I created that is responsible to Me, 
because of their Soul Which is a Part 
of Me.

This Fact of Truth is being 
eliminated in a great degree because 
mankind, in eliminating this Fact, finds 
his or her so-called ‘freedom’ more 
advantageous, ignoring completely 
that this is what the enemy depends 
upon, because the enemy desires the 
Soul that is a Portion of Me, and that 
the human part of man is really very 
unimportant to him.
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Remember These Words.  They 
must be released for others to think 
about and see the Importance of.”
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JULY 17, 1998 AT 1:09 P.M.

SAINT PEREGRINE

“I am Saint Peregrine.  We hear 
many so-called ‘learned’ men and 
women discuss wrongly in their 
interpretations of All that is delivered 
through This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love.

When The Son of The Father 
came to the earth, it was because of The 
Father’s Love, Greater than mankind 
can understand Love to be.  The Son, 
in His Instructions to those close to 
Him, and to the multitudes who would 
listen, much was directed to ensure 
men, women and children that they 
were created for a Great Goal, higher 
than any goal they could strive to reach 
in the human element of learning, of 
abilities, of their degree of speech.

This Goal, of course, was to one 
day spend Eternity with The Creator 
in a Form, in a Manner, in a Way not 
visible to the human eye, but obviously 
open to the sense of Importance of 
human life.  It took some time for those 
who walked with The Son to more 
clearly understand that this Creation 
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of human life had within it a Gift of 
Divine Love, because of the innate 
understanding in human life that there 
was a Goal, a Purpose, and a deep sense 
of Communication with an unseen 
Creator that was obvious in so many 
ways, and yet unable to be described in 
a physical form.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
deep Love for human life.  There are 
so many times since the beginning of 
human life, that mankind has gone 
through periods of rejection of the 
Importance of human life, based on an 
insolence of egotism, human rejection, 
and an innate lack of using what they 
see, what they feel, what they under-
stand as human life, had to be created 
for a Greater Purpose than any other 
living thing created.

Mankind talks about many 
subjects, even to the point where they 
become involved in the subjects, and 
sometimes very adept at analyzing 
the importance of the subject matter.  
Scientific advancement since the time 
that the Apostles walked with The 
Son of God, has in many ways been 
a development in more areas than 
mankind realizes, because all the 
advancement that mankind has been 
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able to commit to, submit to, and learn 
to practice, allows mankind to use the 
intellect for something beyond just 
being born a man.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a deep Concern, and a deep Love for 
human life, because at ‘this time’ 
The Father has given openly so much 
Instruction Himself, and through so 
Many Here in the Heavens, allowing 
All of Us to address the subject matter 
with Our Name attached to It, thus 
confirming to human life there is a Goal 
for the Souls that gives individuals 
the reasoning for sound moral values, 
sound moral standards, and of course, 
the practice of looking to The Father 
for help in all things, encouragement, 
and also through The Saints Who have 
lived before this time.

Ask yourself a very important 
question:  Did man make man a Saint?  
Did this Title not have to come from a 
Supreme Power, a Supreme Being, for 
such a Statement to be so important?  
This Miracle of Divine Love that The 
Father directs to be so much spoken 
about, using All of Us to speak in so 
many ways, thus giving to human beings 
Our Names, confirming to mankind 
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that there is such a Place in existence.  
It is not fiction.  It is Fact.

I beseech all who read My Message 
and All that has gone before, please do 
not take your Soul for granted.  Protect 
It with your life, your intentions, your 
practices, your beliefs, and your love 
for The Creator of All Things.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 22, 1998 AT 1:00 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.

The Commandments of The 
Father, for mankind to live by, abide 
by, be governed by, are of the utmost 
importance in every facet of human 
life.

In the conciseness that mankind 
has learned These Commandments, 
it is important that What has been 
delivered before this time, this date in 
your time, should be researched.  As 
to What came through This Great Gift 
of Divine Love, called ‘The Miracle 
Of Saint Joseph’, We hear many say, 
‘I know The Commandments.’  This is 
true to a degree, but not to the fullest 
degree of what each Commandment 
consists of.

When mankind empties a great 
big can of garbage, he or she empties it 
into a place where it will be out of the 
way of contamination to the lives of 
others.  Today as I speak, I speak in a 
form and a manner with Words, perhaps 
to some, would not be coming from a 
Saint, but They are.  Sins against The 
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Commandments of God are worse than 
the foulest garbage that mankind can 
encounter any place throughout the 
world.

There are sins of the mind, sins 
of the flesh, sins in communication 
with others, sins that cast doubt on 
anything that is pure, sins that are 
abominations against the Souls of one 
or more.  Rarely does an individual 
speak of sin connected to their actions, 
their thoughts, their deeds, their 
communications, or do they feel that 
their senses are in many ways used 
to sin in ways disgraceful, leaving 
permanent damage on the Soul or Souls 
involved.

Though it may be difficult for 
thousands of individuals to read All that 
is delivered through This Gift of The 
Father’s Love, it is understandable to 
believe that some will be so grateful for 
the Information that they instinctively 
know is important to a Portion of them 
they cannot see, they cannot feel, and 
that This Portion of them is connected 
to a Creator that no human being can 
describe, or has ever really seen.

Children are not being instructed 
on sound reasoning regarding their 
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actions, their intentions, their 
capabilities, and the need for these 
things to be based on purity, morally, 
physically, spiritually, mentally, 
emotionally.

In All that has been delivered for 
such a long time through This Gift of 
The Father’s Love, has been delivered 
in a degree and format that all 
mentalities of all ages will be capable 
of using their wills, their talents, their 
daily acts of communication, because 
nothing has been delivered that is 
impossible for mankind to not be able 
to associate with their daily course of 
life.  So be it.”
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JULY 30, 1998 AT 12:54 P.M.

SAINT GREGORY THE GREAT 
SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“There are Two of Us present.  I 
am Saint Gregory The Great.  I am 
Saint Alphonsus Liguori.

What may be difficult for some 
men, women and children to under-
stand is that Those of Us Here in the 
Heavens Who are called ‘Saints’, do 
communicate with Each Other, because 
We work to help All Souls Who are yet 
Part of a human life.

The Father has given to the world 
a Gift beyond human understanding, a 
Portion of Divine Love, called ‘the Soul’.  
We hear men, women and children say of 
each other, ‘We are soul mates.’  This is 
always in regard to the same thinking 
on a subject, on the same purpose, or 
because they feel they can identify with 
each other in many areas, friendship, 
and in their attitude toward what is 
right for many situations.

The world has been Blessed 
abundantly by so much Instruction, 
Personal to human life, encouraging 
men, women and children to value What 
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they have within them that is unseen 
and yet a Major Part, Portion, of their 
being a human being.

At this time, throughout the 
world there is so little spoken about 
mankind’s close Association to The 
Creator.  Humanism in many ways is 
not just tolerated but acceptable, no 
matter what comes from it, what it is 
involved in, because so many excuses 
are made regarding it.  Mankind 
depends much on excuses for his or her 
behavior, and most of the time excuses 
are cover-ups, because the individual 
or individuals do not take the time to 
evaluate their actions, their intentions 
on the importance that what they 
are doing is affecting the Soul within 
them.

We hear individuals say, ‘I feel it 
inside of me, that I must act a certain 
way on certain issues.’  Rarely, if ever, 
do We hear an individual say, ‘I must not 
allow myself to act impurely, unjustly, 
because of the Soul that will one day 
represent me in a Judgment that The 
Father will be The Judge of.’

Now let us look at a human 
family.  There is usually one or more in 
charge, and the authority of judgment 
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is in their manner of thinking.  How 
many though, ask themselves:  ‘If The 
Creator was standing right here with 
me, would I choose what would be 
just, pure, in how I speak, how I direct 
others?’

It is important that human life 
more fully understand that no human 
being is ever totally alone, because 
of the Soul that is present from the 
moment of conception until The Father 
removes It Himself at a given time.

Today there are so many self-
made authorities, not all pure in their 
thinking, or do they even mention that 
there is a Soul as the recipient of all 
decisions to be made.  Granted, the 
Soul cannot be seen, but the Soul is 
always felt, whether mankind wants to 
admit to this or not.  There is an innate 
sensitivity in human life that allows 
every human being to know they are 
not alone.  So many times this is called 
‘conscience’, or ‘an inner feeling’, or ‘a 
sensitivity’, but few, if any say, ‘It is my 
Soul.’

I beseech you, allow This 
Revelation to be passed throughout 
the world, and if you touch only a few 
individuals, you will never know how 
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many will be able to count it down 
throughout time, that This Revelation 
helped to think about that Inner 
Closeness to The Creator, called ‘the 
Soul’.  So be it.”
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JULY 31, 1998 AT 1:42 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.

There is so much sadness when We 
hear individuals of all races, all colors, 
all creeds, all degrees of intelligence, 
ignore the existence of the enemy of 
God and man.  Throughout the world 
men, women and children ignore this 
fact that has so much evidence in it, 
that there is an existing force, source, 
opposite to all that is pure.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
determination to encourage mankind 
of all degrees of intelligence and Faith 
in a Creator, to never ignore that the 
enemy is evident, because of so much 
envy, jealousy, hate, regarding the fact 
that mankind has the opportunity to 
return to The Father at a given time.  
The enemy is totally without this 
opportunity.

There are so many different 
manners and ways that All of Us Saints 
could speak through This Gift of The 
Father’s Love.  It is time that mankind 
evaluate the Greatness of What is 
delivered against what others try to 
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encourage mankind to believe, based on 
total humanistic versions, evaluations, 
considerations, and weak information 
full of weak facts.

Today as I speak, there is a deep 
Love within Me that mankind cannot 
find in what I speak, because I speak 
in a practical, logical format, that to 
mankind’s mentality is understandable.  
It is important that All that is delivered 
through This Miracle Of The Beloved 
Saint Joseph, be seen for what It means 
to the lives and to the Souls of mankind 
throughout the world.

Human life is a Blessing, a Gift 
of Divine Love, because within it there 
are so many facets of understanding, 
and the ability to learn about so much; 
also, to know that human life has a Goal 
that no other living matter or thing has 
the privilege of.

When We hear ridicule of This 
Gift of Our Communication through one 
voice, it is more than sadness, because 
for those who accept It, and share It, 
there is much Grace.  Those who deny 
It become closer to the enemy of God 
and man.

Today as I speak, I speak in a tone, 
soft, yet My Words have much meaning.  
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The world has been given a Gift, and 
All of The Saints desire mankind to 
understand that at different times in 
the History of human life, The Father 
has given to mankind a Personal 
Communication through ‘a voice’ under-
standable, and yet the Words obviously 
Divine.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 3, 1998 AT 1:46 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.

The word ‘heresy’ is being ignored 
in many areas of man’s understanding 
of what this can mean to the mentality, 
to the physical, and to the moral 
standards, behavior of human beings.

Heresy comes in many terms, 
attacking many forms of mankind’s 
personality, nature, Spiritual under-
standing and moral behavior.  Many who 
read These Words will automatically 
cast Them aside, and in a personal, 
formal way, will ignore how These 
Words can be much a part of their daily 
life.

Since the beginning of human 
life, mankind has used rejection on 
situations that were in many ways 
detrimental to human conscience, 
human behavior, human acceptance, 
human understanding of sound moral 
values, sound moral standards, and the 
importance of what morality meant to 
human life in all stages of human life, 
and for the benefits of the Soul of every 
human life.
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Today as I speak, I know that it 
will take a long time before My Words 
pass through thousands of individuals 
of all races, all colors, all creeds.  
Mankind many times ignores important 
Writings that give Advice that affects 
the standards of human life, the values 
of human life, the actions of human 
life, the intellect of human life, and of 
course, the Purpose for which human 
life was created.

Today as I speak through one 
small voice, My Words should travel 
throughout the world so that mankind 
will have the benefits of reading What 
I have spoken, and be able to use what 
they understand from My Words to be 
beneficial, because of the Soul that 
every human life is gifted with at the 
moment of his or her conception.

The Father has allowed so much 
Direction, Encouragement and Valued 
Understanding of what human life was 
created for.  It is so sad to see rejection 
of One Small Portion of This Gift of 
His Divine Love to a world of mankind 
that needs All the Direction possible 
to fully understand that human life, 
created as man, has a Portion of The 
Creator within them.  If there was no 
Purpose for human life, why would 
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mankind be Blessed with an intellect, 
a conscience, hope, understanding, and 
an innate desire to reach goals that 
would be beneficial to many facets of 
human life?

The Greatest Goal is for each 
human life to return the Soul, given 
at the moment of conception, back 
to The Father when the human part 
of life no longer exists.  This Soul is 
far more Important than mankind 
wants to recognize It being, because 
responsibility is, in many ways, 
important to the Soul of the human 
being in which It was placed at the 
moment of conception.

My Words should not be wasted 
or set aside or cast into a place where 
no one will ever read Them, because My 
Words are The Father’s Will because of 
the Importance of Them.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 4, 1998 AT 1:25 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.

Historically, mankind has been, 
at different times, told about the 
Importance of human life, and the Goal 
for which human life was created.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a deep Love for human life, for I too 
walked the human role, understanding 
to the degree that was being spoken 
regarding the Importance of human 
life, and the Goal that The Father 
intended for it at another time.

It is sad when We hear desecration 
of All the Words that have passed 
through This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love, This Gift of Great Importance, 
instructing mankind on so many areas 
that mankind is not familiar with, 
because of the change in how man 
thinks at different eras in time.

Today We come to a time 
when This Blessing of The Father’s, 
through The Beloved Saint Joseph, is 
instructing in such a gentle manner, 
and yet in a firmness, regarding the 
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Importance of the Soul of every living 
human, and that human life is Special 
because of this Soul that is to return to 
The Father at a given time.

The Soul is a Reflection, an 
Entity, a Source and a Force of 
Communication, encouraging the 
human minds to understand what is 
morally sound, morally truthful, with 
moral obligations regarding the Gift of 
human life.

It is important, that though 
there may be some rejections to what 
This Gift of The Father’s is all about, 
it must be understood that All that 
has been spoken, has been allowed to 
be put into script, must be scattered 
throughout the world in a dignified 
manner, showing the Importance of 
the Communication that The Creator 
has with man.  Do not allow doubts of 
individuals to terminate Anything that 
has been spoken through This Gift of 
The Father’s Love, but let their doubts 
be cast aside, and extra importance be 
placed on the Importance of the subject 
matter that The Father has allowed so 
Many of Us to instruct human life on 
and for.
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You live in a time that can be 
termed ‘a Time of Divine Love for 
human life’, because of so much that 
has been allowed to be put into script, 
never too much for mankind to read, 
never too much for mankind to see the 
value of, never too much for mankind 
to not be able to apply to one’s own 
thinking, actions and communication.

The world has been Blessed 
abundantly.  Perhaps These Words are 
repetitive, but as mankind is aware, 
repetitiveness is a great source of 
learning, of remembering.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 5, 1998 AT 10:10 A.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“No man expects Me to speak at 
this time.  Mankind can relate only to 
a past History of how I presented My 
Existence to man.  I have never been 
out of touch with human life.  I created 
All things.

At ‘this time’ I use a specific form 
of Communication to man, and that is 
through one small voice, not a voice 
of a learned theologian, but a simple 
child of years who instantly accepts My 
Presence as Real, and asks no questions 
of Me.

The world is saturated with 
paganism, atheism, and weakness of 
the flesh.

This Gift I have given to mankind 
is a Gift of True Sound Enlightenment, 
giving to mankind the Beauty of being 
human, the responsibility of being 
human, but also the Great Gift for 
which I created human life, because as 
I am Present in each human life, I am 
constantly aware of the condition of 
the Soul that is That Portion of Me in 
each human life.”
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AUGUST 5, 1998 AT 1:55 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
Whenever this child, this woman, this 
instrument of Communication that We 
use to give to mankind Instructions 
to more fully understand what a 
Precious Gift human life is to man, it is 
important that mankind not just learn 
the important Facts, but live by them 
and be example of them to everyone 
they come in contact with.

This does not mean that 
an individual has to express in a 
demonstrative way, an important 
issue, fact, belief, or understanding, 
but it is important that in one’s ability 
to communicate, there should always 
be an effort to be good example of 
sound reasoning and sound moral 
facts.  Oftentimes one’s actions say 
many things that can be construed as 
good example and/or worthwhile to be 
imitated.

The world at this point in time is 
in great need of so much learning.  In 
so many ways, mankind feels that their 
degree of knowledge is the epitome of 
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understanding so many things about 
life, behavior, and example to others.  
Needless to say, they omit the important 
value of the moral issues over the 
immoral practices that might be more 
openly given, allowing the meeting to 
be misunderstood.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
deep interest in all human life, because 
of the Importance of what human life 
was created for.  It is sad that so many 
men, women and children do not value 
their nature, their personality, their 
intellect, their association with others 
in the importance it is, because there 
are many facets of human life that, 
in imitation of them, can very easily 
lead someone else to wrong thinking, 
wrongdoing.

This Gift of The Father’s is a 
Blessing beyond what human nature or 
mentality can fully understand, because 
It is Personal to everyone who reads the 
Words, and in this way, It is constantly 
encouraging human life, human beings, 
human individuals to remember one 
important facet, and that is, that what 
they leave as an individual for others 
to imitate, can affect the Soul of 
themselves and the one or more others 
they have communication with.
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Hours could be spoken on this 
subject, but mankind must take one 
step at a time and remember one 
important Fact:  Example in one’s 
behavior is never not seen by another 
human being.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 6, 1998 AT 1:12 P.M.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.  We 
know it is difficult for so many so-called 
‘learned, highly educated’ individuals 
to fathom the reality of a Miracle of This 
Magnitude at this time, in a world that 
is called ‘modern’ in structure, abilities, 
ideas, ideals, and determinations that 
please the physical.

It is important that mankind 
understand that since the beginning 
of the Creation of man, The Father has 
allowed advancements in technology, 
in the science of many things that 
mankind uses daily.

As I speak today, I will speak 
now in reference to human behavior 
at the present time.  Granted, it can be 
compared to some forms practiced in 
other times, but at this time mankind 
should be more aware of the logic of 
a Supreme Being’s Power and True 
Existence, else how could so much be 
accomplished in areas of extraordinary 
value?  The Father has allowed progress 
to the degree that mankind is capable 
of physically, mentally and emotionally 
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able to handle, able to use, able to 
practice, able to benefit by.

Mankind talks about Bible 
History and bases so much Spiritual 
Faith on what past Writings speak 
about, instruct upon, and encourage.  
But today as I speak, I say to mankind, 
‘Awaken to the reality of morality in its 
finest degree, because morality covers 
and is involved in many portions of 
daily life of all individuals, of all ages, 
of all cultures, all degrees of knowledge, 
all degrees of physical abilities.’

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
sincere Love based on The Father’s Will 
to encourage mankind of all ages, all 
backgrounds, all degrees of intellect, 
all colors, that mankind has been given 
the opportunity, the benefit, to more 
fully understand what a Precious Gift 
human life is to man, and it should 
be cared for, respected, and never 
abused, because within it, it bears the 
responsibility of The Creator of All 
Things.  Man knows It as ‘a Soul’.

Sometimes We hear individuals 
speaking on a subject, use a statement 
common to many, that:  ‘They have to 
do a lot of Soul-searching to make a 
decision that will be the best decision 
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for the subject matter.’  This statement 
is used in a manner and a way strictly 
based on what an individual terms 
‘Soul-searching’, but in reality, it is far 
greater in logic than mankind perceives 
it to be, because the Soul is evident, 
involved in every thought, word, deed, 
action, mankind has the advantage 
of participating in, every moment of 
every day.

As The Father Decreed This 
Miracle to be a Miracle dedicated to 
the Souls of mankind, a Gift beyond 
what mankind was capable of giving 
to himself or herself, the world has 
been Blessed, but This Blessing has not 
traveled in the form, in the manner, in 
the degree The Father Declared It to 
be.

As I close My Words with you now, 
I end Them with one thing:  You have 
the opportunity to work with all you 
have, all you are, to save Souls of all 
races, all colors, all creeds.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 7, 1998 AT 1:45 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“My beloved children, I am your 
Heavenly Mother.  I speak openly on 
this day because of the Importance of 
your Soul that you have learned is a 
Portion of The Creator of All Things, 
and that when you were born, when 
you were conceived, a Portion of This 
Creator was placed within you.

This Statement may be difficult 
to comprehend, but if you look at it in 
the Greatness it is, and the in-depth 
Love that it means to be born in the 
human way and have within you a 
Portion of The Creator, it should give 
you strength against all that is impure, 
all that is vile to your Soul.

As I speak through one small 
voice, I speak through one like you.  This 
is an Important Statement, because in 
the human way, in the natural form of 
communication between one human 
being to another, knowing that The 
Father, in His Love for human life, 
communicates through an individual’s 
Soul many times, and at ‘this time’ 
it has become obvious, because of so 
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Many of Us Here being allowed to speak 
through one voice, and yet one Soul is 
the recipient of All that is spoken, to 
draw attention to millions of Souls to 
more fully understand what a Precious 
Gift of Divine Love human life is to 
man.

Small children should be instructed 
that they are the custodians of a Great 
Gift of Divine Love that they are 
responsible for, and that is why it is 
so important for them to act good in 
every action of life, to never be impure 
in their thoughts or their words, their 
feelings, their emotions, because their 
Soul knows everything they say, think, 
participate in, every moment of their 
lives.

So much has been instructed in a 
simple way, helping human life to more 
fully understand that no human being is 
ever alone.  When We hear an individual 
say, ‘I am so lonely,’ remember to 
mention to them that God is with them 
every moment of every day, and He is 
fully aware of how they feel, and they 
can talk to Him and be assured that He 
hears them, because through their Soul 
there is a Connecting Link of Divine 
Love no human being is without.  So 
many times when a child feels lonely, 
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it is important that the child be told 
about their Soul, and how this Soul is 
connected to God.

To some, All I have spoken may 
be criticized, because of their lack of 
understanding of how close each human 
being is to The Father.  Mankind should 
think about an Important Factor:  
Human life is created in a definite 
pattern, and in this pattern of creation, 
there is always a Soul immediately 
placed within the conception, giving 
to human life more meaning, more 
logic, and an assurance that is evident, 
because of the intellect of human life 
being able to know instinctively what 
is right, what is wrong, what is evil, 
even in a very young child.

When a human being is physically 
ill, they seek medical help, and they 
depend upon this vocation of life to 
give them strength, and cure the illness 
that is devastating sometimes to their 
body.  Mankind must remember that 
the Soul protects all parts of human 
life, all areas of human life, because 
through the Soul there is a strength for 
physical, mental, moral weakness that 
supersedes all other areas of aid to the 
body.
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Mankind has been Blessed by 
This Divine Gift of The Father’s Love, 
called ‘The Miracle Of Saint Joseph’, 
and mankind must understand that 
though some hearing about This Gift 
doubt Its Existence, All that has been 
delivered verbally and allowed to be 
written, verifies the Beauty, the Love 
that The Father extends to mankind 
through one small voice, because of 
His Love for human life, and His Desire 
for mankind to more fully understand 
that He is Ever Present within them, 
wherever they are, and is aware of 
every action, every thought, every 
word, and it is His Desire that mankind 
more fully understand the Beauty of 
The Divine Plan that The Creator has 
for man.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 7, 1998 AT 2:55 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  At ‘this time’ 
in the world, there have been many 
Revelations regarding so many ways 
for mankind to better understand the 
Importance of human life, and the 
necessity for mankind to abide by the 
Laws given to mankind a long time 
ago.

It is sad to say that These Laws 
have been abbreviated in such a way 
that the full meaning of each Law 
cannot be seen for its full worth, full 
meaning, full reasoning, full measure 
of importance.

We know it is difficult for so 
many men, women and children to 
fully fathom a Miracle of This Great 
Dimension, because through many 
years of abbreviation of The Rules The 
Father gave a long time ago, mankind 
allows himself or herself to rely 
upon the abbreviations, and not look 
beyond the full measure of what The 
Commandments meant, according to 
the degree They were handed to a man 
called ‘Moses’.
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Even in this time in which you 
live, mankind finds abbreviations for 
important issues, facts, and desires to 
rely upon fewer words rather than to see 
the indepthness that more words would 
explain, to a fuller degree, the real 
meaning of what was meant.  Mankind, 
in abbreviating The Commandments, 
has lost much understanding of the 
importance of human behavior, and of 
course, the Goal for which human life 
was created.

When a child learns to speak, it 
is usually one word at a time, and great 
joy comes from those close to the child, 
but oftentimes in later years, when the 
child can be more responsive to more 
detail, more reasoning, there is no one 
willing or able to encourage a deeper 
understanding of the subject matter.

Today you live in a time when 
mankind shortens all things to a 
format, sometimes out of a lack of 
understanding of the importance of 
the subject matter, or other times when 
the individual does not want to accept 
the full measure of meaning that the 
subject contains.

This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love has generously given to human 
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life in a simple form, in a language 
clearly spoken, so much for mankind to 
understand the Importance of human 
life, the Reason for which it was created, 
and the Divine Love that each human 
being is the custodian of, that no other 
time in the History of mankind has so 
much been so Personally delivered, 
instructing mankind on what an 
Important Gift human life is, and that 
it has a Goal no other living thing or 
matter has.

Today as I speak, I know there are 
hundreds, if not thousands, of so-called 
‘learned’ individuals who feel they have 
reached the epitome of understanding 
all there is to know, all that is 
necessary to know, and that human 
life has the right to be materialistic, 
humanistic, socialistic, with the right 
to make decisions communistic on 
many subjects in which human life is 
daily involved in.

To speak in such a clear 
manner at this day, in this year, 
will most certainly not be accepted 
by all mentalities, backgrounds, or 
psychological characteristics of human 
life.  It is important that This Miracle be 
passed throughout the world, allowing 
no human interference, irregardless 
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of what state in life they walk in, 
because This Gift of Divine Love is to 
strengthen human life, men, women 
and children, on the Importance for 
which human life was created, and 
that is to see The Commandments in 
Their fullest measure, be bound by 
obedience to Them for the sake of the 
Soul that every living human being is 
the custodian of.

The world has been Blessed, and 
when We hear rejection of This Gift 
of Divine Love, the little one through 
whom We speak is a Victim Soul in ways 
mankind cannot conceive.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 12, 1998 AT 12:50 P.M.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.

Ask yourself:  When was the last 
time that you said to yourself, ‘I have 
just committed a sin’?  Did you ask 
yourself another question:  ‘Why did I 
commit this sin?’

A sin is an offense against one or 
more of The Commandments of God.  
Sometimes a sin can cover more than 
one Commandment, sometimes up to 
three or four.  Mankind has lost sight of 
what determines a sin.  Oftentimes an 
immediate excuse is made because an 
individual is compelled to do something 
violent, disgraceful to the human body, 
or abuse to someone else, covering 
many sins, and of course, many offenses 
against The Commandments of God.

We hear some men, women and 
children ask others:  ‘How can I sin?  
The way I live, I do not consider in any 
way am I offending God’; yet this very 
same individual takes no time to Keep 
Holy The Sabbath Day, or respect or 
honor his or her parents, or superiors, 
oftentimes killing the spirit of another 
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individual.  Needless to say, the word 
‘adultery’ is cast off as belonging to 
others, and to them they have excuses 
for every one of these offenses, due to 
the way they live, or the people they 
are involved with.

We hear many say, ‘I’ve never 
killed anyone,’ obviously using the word 
‘kill’ as to take one’s life intentionally.  
There are many professions that 
mankind is involved in that use some 
form of killing.  One could be called 
‘the reputation’ of an individual.  One 
should ask himself or herself:  ‘How do 
I show respect for other people?  Do I 
speak kindly when I should say nothing 
at all, or do I openly cause slander, 
gossip, creating an aura of critical 
mystique so that others do not see the 
goodness in an individual?’

An Examination of Conscience 
rarely is complete, because most of it is 
based on an individual’s interpretation, 
personal opinion, of what could be 
vile to another person’s reputation, 
or a deep sadness to their own Soul, 
because of the impurities that the Soul 
must absorb because of whom It is in.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
deep, sincere Concern that there is no 
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sound value to what mankind is using 
in every day’s activities, in his or her 
association with others.  How many 
men, women and children awaken in 
the morning, and immediately make 
‘The Sign of The Cross’, with a silent 
prayer that The Father will give them 
the strength to use that day not just 
productively but spiritually, moral, 
loving, giving, and serving in many 
ways?

I could speak hours on this 
subject, because mankind is in great 
need of becoming aware of what an 
opportunity a day makes in the life of 
every human being, and that is to seek 
Sainthood through one’s thoughts, 
actions, intentions, abilities, concerns, 
based on love for God in all things.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 14, 1998 AT 1:30 P.M.

SAINT BARTHOLOMEW

“I am Saint Bartholomew.

Since the beginning of the 
Creation of mankind, known as ‘human 
life’, mankind learned many things 
through the thought mechanism of the 
human mind, in how to take care of 
oneself under all circumstances, how to 
accommodate one’s immediate needs.

Granted, many times there was a 
great struggle to accomplish what was 
necessary to take care of the physical 
body.  Human needs today are of a 
great importance, as they were in the 
beginning of human life, but mankind, 
with so much advancement in material 
things, physical matters, and extensive 
learning in so many fields, mankind 
sometimes ignores the basic rules, the 
basic understandings of what human 
life truly consists of.

There is so much emphasis on 
progress, being successful, and being 
well-known publicly, that mankind has 
lost much of the art in moral behavior, 
much of the sound reality of what 
moral behavior means to every part 
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of the physical body.  We rarely hear 
a conversation based on sound moral 
views, standards, acceptances, resisting 
of course the responsibilities of them, 
because morality is an extension of 
intellect, of human behavior, and 
human decisions on many subjects, for 
many reasons.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
deep Understanding of the importance 
of what occurs on major decisions in 
the human mind, and that the human 
mind does not always respond morally 
correct, or morally acceptable to The 
Commandments of God.  When The 
Commandments were first given, those 
who listened to Them being delivered, 
realized that These Commandments 
were not for them alone, but for all 
generations to come.  Needless to say, 
each Commandment was so indepthly 
spoken, and left no option out regarding 
the necessity of obedience to it.

Today as I speak, the legacy of fully 
understanding The Commandments of 
God has diminished to such a concise, 
orderly form, that They cover very 
little of what the human mind or body 
is capable of, or practices in daily life.
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When We hear individuals examine 
their conscience, very little time is 
spent on the in-depth meaning of each 
Commandment, and this is sad, because 
it is necessary for mankind to fully 
understand that These Commandments 
were given to mankind to fulfill the 
acts of respect for the mind, for the 
body, and for the Soul of themselves, 
and to be example to all others.  We 
never hear a sermon, a talk, or any 
subject matter that goes indepthly on 
the Greatest Guides for human life that 
mankind was personally, is personally 
the recipient of.  Conciseness very 
often omits the soundness in a subject, 
the greatness in a subject, the full 
meaning of the subject.

The Father has given to the world 
at ‘this time’, a Miracle of His Divine 
Love, and has allowed and instructed 
so Many of Us to take part in This 
Gift of His Divine Love, delivering 
to all races, all cultures, all creeds of 
human life, the Importance for which 
human life was created, and reminding 
mankind that within each human life, 
no matter what part of the world the 
individual is born, no matter what 
degree of intelligence an individual has 
absorbed, the Most Important Factor 
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is for each human life to be aware of 
That Portion of life that belongs to 
The Father.  The word for This Portion 
of life is not difficult for man to speak 
or to remember.  The word is called 
‘Soul’.

We hear men, women and children 
discuss their relationship with others 
like themselves that they feel close 
to, and they call themselves ‘soul 
mates’.  These words have a strength 
in them to the individuals who speak 
them.  Mankind must remember there 
is no Greater Gift of Divine Love than 
the Soul that unites man with The 
Creator.”
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AUGUST 17, 1998 AT 2:23 P.M.

SAINT IGNATIUS LOYOLA

“I am Saint Ignatius Loyola.  Many 
times We hear cries, pleas, hope for 
personal attention from The Father.  
Individuals fear illness, fear failure, 
fear disaster, and many other things.  
We rarely hear a plea for help from 
someone who fears their Soul being 
marked by their personal impurities 
that the Soul is the recipient of.

For such a long time now, The 
Father has been giving to mankind 
Words that in many ways give Hope to 
human life, through One of Us Here 
speaking Words understandable, due 
to certain situations that individuals 
have great concern over.

The time in the world is Special, 
because at ‘this time’ The Father has 
given a Gift of Help, Hope, in Words 
that mankind can associate with, 
because These Words pertain to human 
needs, human causes, human fears.

Today as I speak, it is The Father’s 
Love for mankind that passes from Me 
to mankind.  Mankind is in many ways 
an extension of Divine Love, through 
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That Portion in human life that is a 
Portion of The Father.  If this were not 
a Fact, human life would have no one to 
go to, no bond of association, and would 
be in a case of total loss for help.

Today as I speak, I speak in an 
understandable format of Words that 
must be spread throughout the world.  
There are very few times in the History 
of human life that so much Direction, 
Correction, Divine Love, has been 
expressed in such detail.  It is sad to see 
millions of men, women and children 
not searching out where to find What 
is spoken here.  Of course, some of the 
reason for this is because they are not 
being told by the so-called ‘authority’ 
that they depend upon for help morally, 
physically, spiritually.

It is important to conquer all 
avenues of communication with All that 
has been delivered through This Gift of 
The Father’s Love.  It must be passed 
throughout the world without question 
of how it is to be done, because mankind 
has the facility or facilities, mankind 
has the abilities; also, mankind has the 
reasoning for such Important Messages 
to be given to those who would have 
no access to Them, except through 
the generosity, morally, physically, 
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spiritually, financially, of those who are 
part of This Gift of The Father’s Love.

We hear some individuals say, ‘I 
received another rejection,’ but I say, 
‘In that rejection a Mark was left that 
may be picked up at a later date, or 
possibly passed on in anger to someone 
else who would automatically take 
It as a Blessing and not reject It as 
the one before did.’  It is important 
that All that has been delivered be 
delivered to all races, all colors, all 
creeds, all denominations of Spiritual 
understanding.

When two people can say to 
each other, ‘I love you,’ it draws them 
closer in understanding each other and 
gives confidence in their association.  
A parent says to a child, ‘I love you.’  
The child never forgets those words 
because these words are security that 
is not always recognized in the degree 
it is, but it does remain for a long time.  
Many times, even after a situation 
arises that seems to weaken those 
words, the words are always present.

Mankind puts so much value 
on monetary or materialistic gifts.  
Through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, He has instructed All of Us to 
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give mankind the Most Valuable Gift 
any human being can receive, and that 
Gift is to instruct human beings on 
the Importance of their Soul that is a 
Portion of The Father; plus, that this 
Soul will live on Forever in a state, a 
degree, according to the individual in 
whom It was placed at the moment of 
conception; of course, according to the 
moral values, the moral standards, and 
how much the individual used human 
life to one day return the Soul ‘a Saint’ 
in the Eyes of God.

We hear some say, ‘If the Soul is a 
Portion of God, why is it so important 
to take so much care of It?’  Let Me put 
it this way:  The Father desires the Soul 
to be returned to Him, representing the 
individual, as a Great Saint in Heaven 
with Him.

So much can be spoken on 
this subject and none of it is being 
instructed upon by men, women and 
children, because mankind is too busy 
concentrating, too preoccupied with  
humanistic values, to remember what 
a Precious Gift human life is, and what 
a Gift of Divine Love the Soul is.  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1998 AT 2:09 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.

There are so many things that 
mankind is capable of doing in a very 
natural way, to aid men, women and 
children on the Importance of why they 
were created, why The Commandments 
are so important, and the moral rights 
of human life; also, how important it 
is in following The Commandments 
in the proper form, manner, way, thus 
eliminating any act, any thought, any 
venture, any association that might 
lead one astray.

At this time in the world of 
mankind, there is very little attention 
on The Commandments that The 
Father gave to mankind as Rules of life, 
because of the Soul that each human 
being is the custodian of.  We hear so 
many men, women, and even children, 
say openly:  ‘The Commandments of 
God are not for the time in which I 
live.  They were given such a long 
time ago and They do not apply to the 
modernization, to the practices in how 
human life has become so adjusted.’
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Today as I speak, it is with much 
sorrow, due to the fact that there are so 
few men and women who stand in high 
places of authority, use their personal 
opinions on the full meaning, the full 
intention of each Commandment of 
God.  God is rarely announced when a 
point is necessary to be proven.  Today, 
throughout the world there are millions 
of men, women and children who have 
no concept of The Commandments of 
God.

Many excuses are made, wiping 
out the obligation of this obedience to 
the First Rules that mankind was given, 
to save the Soul of the individual 
human lives that would be lost if the 
custodian of this Soul thought only 
rash judgments on the Importance of 
This Portion of human life, that will 
one day be the Judgment Point for the 
Soul, for every human being.

Mankind talks about the changes 
in so many places, thus permitting 
improper actions, improper behavior, 
and of course, making many excuses 
for mental, physical impurities of the 
mind, the body.

As I speak today, it is important 
that All that has been passed before this 
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time, through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, saturate the world with What has 
been delivered for mankind to read 
and to be able to see the Value in It, 
the Importance of It, and that It is the 
Criteria for human behavior because of 
the Soul that is a Portion of The Father, 
to be returned to Him in a Pure State, 
no blemish of any description.

We hear so many excuses on 
the necessity to act impurely, speak 
impurely.  Logic must tell mankind that 
this is impractical to even think about 
because of the innate sense mankind 
has of protecting one’s self, thus this 
also includes protecting That Portion 
unseen, that an individual understands 
as being present in the conscience of 
human life, that must, does, and should 
have purity in a form, in a degree, in 
a manner that will not allow It to be 
harmed, misjudged or punished in any 
way.

I speak through a voice that 
can only be described as having 
little strength to cope with so much 
continuous adversities, based on so 
much hate from the enemy of The 
Father and man.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1998 AT 3:18 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“Mankind has only known My 
Status in human life as The Foster 
Father of The Son of God.  It is just 
recently that The Father Decreed This 
Time to be, for mankind to more fully 
understand that I Am The Holy Spirit.

Logic is evident to those who 
understand, and for them to believe 
that, as being named ‘The Foster 
Father of The Beloved Son of The Holy 
Father’, I was not just chosen because I 
was a good man.

A long time has passed for This 
Announcement to be made, that I Was 
and I Am The Spirit of The Father, and 
it is important for mankind to see, 
through My Way of Human Life, that 
a family has many responsibilities, 
such as the father, in essence, as the 
protector and the provider; the mother 
as the teacher, holding a special place, 
distinguishable because of being a 
woman.  The child or children from 
this union in human life must have 
protection, direction, in all areas in 
which human life is involved.
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So many Important Facts have 
been delivered through This Precious 
Gift bearing My Name, at this time.  
It is sad when We hear disagreement, 
rejection, due to the fact that it was 
not fully revealed before this time.

When We speak through one 
small voice, All that is delivered is 
to give mankind a full Description of 
the Importance of family life, also the 
Importance of individual lives, because 
human life is gifted by The Father with 
a Portion of Himself, indiscernible by 
mankind, but without the Soul, human 
life would be like all other living things 
and matter.

Today is a special day, an 
important day, because in What has 
been spoken, It was given to strengthen 
mankind’s understanding of the 
importance of Faith in God, and what 
a close union man has with All of Us, 
because of their Soul that is a Gift that 
no other living matter or thing is the 
recipient of.

As I leave you, I bless you for your 
Faith to grow, because within you, you 
carry a Portion of The Father that no 
other living thing or matter shares or 
is the custodian of.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 20, 1998 AT 1:41 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“Mankind places much emphasis 
on items, situations and temporary 
experiences, because of the content 
of which, in which, the subject matter 
either concerns or interests them.

Today as I speak — I am Saint 
Alphonsus Liguori — at this time, this 
very moment, there are many decisions 
throughout the world by individuals 
that involve the lives of other people.  
Not all those in charge understand 
that what they are about to speak 
about should be based on soundness in 
morality, plus honesty, plus fairness in 
its full degree.  Many men, women and 
children make decisions that please 
only themselves, perhaps because 
they are not well-informed on the full 
content, full meaning, full purpose, full 
impact that what they speak will affect 
the lives of hundreds, thousands, or 
millions of other people.

We hear many men of great 
stature in the eyes of mankind speak in 
a very volatile manner.  We hear women 
who stand in this same degree of how 
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they feel decisions should be made, and 
oftentimes these individuals have what 
mankind refers to as ‘one-track minds’, 
totally based on their own experiences, 
own preferences, own ideals, own 
perception of what the goal intended 
is.

Mankind has been given a Great 
Blessing through one voice, one woman, 
one obedient child; a child because of 
the obedience, a woman because of 
years.

It is important that mankind of 
all Faiths in God more fully understand 
that human life was created for a 
Purpose beyond what mankind under-
stands vocation to be.  There is a Goal 
for this Creation of The Father’s, and 
the Goal is a Higher Goal than mankind 
can fully understand, but must believe 
it to be, because of the intellect, the 
sensitivities, the responsibilities, and 
the innate sense of success that is 
instilled at the moment of conception.

We hear some say, ‘At the moment 
of conception there are no thoughts, 
there is no understanding available to 
the conception.’  Let Me remind you of 
an important Fact.  It is an innate sense 
given at the moment of conception that 
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is never seen, never openly spoken 
about, but sound logic says that at that 
moment there is life, though it does not 
seem possible to those involved, but 
the conception is immediately a living 
matter that is given a Soul, a Portion 
of The Father, and will have this Soul 
within it until The Father decides, at 
a given time, that this Soul will be 
returned to Him.

It is sad when We hear mankind 
of all ages, all degrees of intelligence, 
ignore the Magnificence of a human 
conception, because they do not under-
stand that it is at this moment that 
a Soul, a Portion of The Father, is 
implanted into the conception.  We 
know the great medical minds would 
disagree with this because they cannot 
see the Soul, but mankind must 
understand that as human life has a 
Purpose for it, to it, in it, that no other 
living thing created has, mankind must 
understand that a conception of human 
life is a Gift of Divine Love, and should 
be treated with respect, honor, and 
never destroyed by anyone.

Today as I talk, there is a sadness 
in Me, because mankind so frequently 
ignores a Great Gift that The Father 
gives at different times, such as This 
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Miracle Of The Beloved Saint Joseph.  
There are so many Facts of Great 
Importance that have been spoken 
about, allowing mankind to more fully 
understand that human life is a Gift of 
Divine Love above and beyond all other 
things created, because in human life a 
Portion of The Father is placed, unseen, 
but logic tells an individual that human 
life is Special, because it has the ability 
to address many subjects, and it has 
the Important Goal for which it was 
created as an individual, and that is 
because it is the custodian of a Portion 
of The Creator.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
great concern because of so much 
improper rejection of All that has 
been delivered and is being delivered, 
instructing men, women and children 
to see the Importance of human life, 
and that it has a Goal Greater than 
mankind could possibly design, and 
that is to return to The Father in a state 
different than it was conceived, but 
represented by the Soul, thus returning 
to The Father a Portion of The Father, 
in thanksgiving for the human life that 
He gave at a particular time, so the 
individual will be represented for All 
Time to come by the Soul Who bears the 
name of the one in whom It was placed 
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at that important time of conception.  
So be it.”
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AUGUST 24, 1998 AT 1:01 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“I hear men, women and even 
children doubting My Existence.  It is 
sad to hear, and in many cases ridiculous 
for mankind to even utter the words, 
or think them.  Without My Existence 
as a Reality, nothing else would exist.  
I am not man as man knows man to be.  
I am in All Ways different.

Throughout the world there are 
many who try to use so-called ‘Spiritual 
powers’, thrusting their imaginations 
in many directions so that men, women 
and children will follow their pattern 
of how they discuss human life, the 
purpose for it, and of course, always 
emphasizing the humanism that 
mankind has the privilege of acting 
with on all issues.

Today as I speak, I speak through 
a small voice, a small body, but one 
that is totally in My Control.  I hear 
thousands of men, women and children 
deny this Relationship, this Closeness, 
even when they read, or some who hear 
What I have to speak, for mankind to 
more fully understand the Purpose 
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for which I created man, and all other 
things.

There have been a small number 
of times in the History of the world, and 
of mankind, that I used the mentality of 
‘individuals’ so that My Existence would 
be evident to thousands or millions of 
others who would see the logic of My 
Reality.  Mankind, at this time, walks 
in a form of hysteria, pleasing only the 
enemy that in so many ways is jealous 
of human life, because human life has 
the opportunity to return a Portion of 
it to Me at a given time.

So many stories in the past have 
been deliberately exaggerated, so that 
mankind would see so much based 
on humanistic values, relationships, 
ignoring The Supreme Power of All 
Things.  I hear thousands, if not 
millions of human beings base their 
turmoil, their human problems on 
strictly humanistic evaluations.

I have given the world a Gift 
Greater than mankind cares to think 
It to be.  I hear some individuals say, 
‘It is not possible for so Many Saints 
to speak, nor does God speak.’  Where 
does mankind think all that he or she 
is capable of came from?  The human 
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mind, the human body, human under-
standing of purity over impurity, right 
over wrong, good over evil, is always 
obvious, but according to the desire, 
the emotions, the understanding of the 
necessity of choosing what is morally 
sound over what is immoral, should be 
to mankind the obvious understanding 
of a Supreme Power, and that decisions 
must be made for a logical purpose.

As I speak through one small 
voice, rather than to shout from the 
Heavens All the Words that I allow 
to pass through This Gift of Mine, 
mankind should understand that to 
hear Me Direct would be a frightening 
experience.

As I speak through one small 
voice, I say to the world:  ‘Read All 
that has been given through This 
Specific Gift of Mine, because there 
is no place throughout the world that 
I am Present so Openly, so Lovingly as 
I am here.  Also, as Each Saint speaks 
to mankind through This Gift of Mine, 
it is to alert mankind to the necessity 
of understanding that human life has a 
Goal, and that human life is different 
than all other living things or matter, 
and that All Instructions that have 
passed through This Gift of Mine must 
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be honored, else mankind will suffer in 
many ways.’

The time has come when This Gift 
of Mine cannot be ignored, as many so-
called ‘learned’ men and women are 
doing.  There have been chastisements 
before, and I do not want to have to 
allow this.  I have given a Warning, and 
in the Warning I have given My Love to 
the whole world.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 25, 1998 AT 1:59 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE LABOURE

“I am Saint Catherine Laboure.  
We oftentimes hear men, women 
and even children ask about what a 
Blessing means.  Mankind says,‘God 
bless you,’ at certain times.  Then 
sometimes mankind will say, ‘May God 
be with you’; then there are times, ‘God 
sees everything you do.’  These phrases 
are not said as often as they used to 
be, because human life has become so 
humanistic in thinking, in actions, in 
beliefs, and in practices.

The Father, in giving to the world 
of human life a Miracle of Instruction, 
alerting mankind to the True Existence 
of there being a Creator, and that 
mankind is the only creation that 
carries within it a Portion of The 
Creator, so when mankind openly says, 
‘God bless you,’ there is a significance 
of importance in these words.

A sad note is that few children 
learn these few words, because mankind 
has become so humanistic in values, 
concepts, terminology, and reaction 
to so many things, that to remember 
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the Presence of a Creator would give 
strength, hope, assurance, and an act 
of love all at one time.

The Purpose for This Gift of The 
Father’s Love that allows My Words to 
be put into script, is to alert mankind 
of all ages, all beliefs, all degrees 
of intelligence, and all degrees of 
Spiritual understanding, to the Fact 
that no human life exists by itself, 
because within it there is a Presence, 
unseen but evident because of man’s 
ability to understand what is morally 
sound, correct, important.

Today as I speak, it is not a 
natural thing for mankind to write My 
Words, or let alone have Them heard 
spoken through someone such as they 
are, but as mankind has the insight 
to believe, to comprehend so much 
scientific knowledge that they are 
surrounded by each day, it is logical 
for them to believe that My Words, and 
All the Words of Every One Who has 
yet spoken, have already spoken, is 
definitely a Part of Divine Plan.

Today you live in a time much 
worse than Sodom and Gomorrah.  This 
Statement may be difficult for many to 
believe, because in previous writings 
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Sodom and Gomorrah was the ugliest, 
foulest practice of impurities that 
mankind could possibly partake in, but 
I repeat:  You do live in a time worse 
than Sodom and Gomorrah.

In The Father’s Generosity, He has 
given to the world a Miracle of Divine 
Love, instructing, encouraging, and 
deliberately putting in writing so many 
Truths regarding His Presence that 
is evident to mankind every moment 
of every day, and the availability that 
mankind has to use any moment of the 
day to speak to Him, to ask for a Blessing 
from Him, and to beg forgiveness for 
any impurity of the mind, the body, 
that is practiced in any way.

The world has ignored This Great 
Miracle of Divine Love, and so little 
has been done to spread It throughout 
the world.  An alarm is ringing, and 
mankind is refusing to change, because 
to change would mean to use all of 
human effort for forgiveness, and the 
strength to change one’s impurities to, 
and in a way that would give morality 
a course of life, striking out any 
immorality that would be a temptation 
to the mind, to the body, disgracing the 
Soul of the individual.
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So much has been given to 
mankind, and at this moment mankind 
has been Blessed again.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 26, 1998 AT 1:03 P.M.

SAINT JOSAPHAT

“I am Saint Josaphat.  My Name 
is not as well-known as Many Other 
Saints, but My Love for mankind is deep 
in concern, hope, because mankind 
is not learning the importance of his 
or her advantages in how they walk, 
speak, and are example to everyone 
they meet.

Example is an important part of 
human life, because through it many 
other lives are touched on what is 
important, what is truth, what is false, 
what is honest, what is valuable, what is 
pure, what is impure.  The relationship 
that mankind ignores is sad in many 
ways, because actions, speech, habits, 
play an important part on the lives of 
others, when they encounter so many 
aspects of behavior in another man, 
woman or child’s actions.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a Love for mankind that mankind 
perhaps will not realize the full impact 
of, because mankind is used to reading 
and absorbing what he or she gathers 
is important from what is written.  
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Very often important statements are 
passed over, ignoring what an impact 
the statements could have on an 
individual’s course of life, manner of 
using prayer as a communication, or as 
a safety measure in times of need.

Mankind is not learning how to 
become ‘a Saint’, and oftentimes ignore 
What passes through This Gift of The 
Father’s that not only encourages men, 
women and children to fully understand 
that human life is more than a body, a 
mentality, or emotions or sensitivities, 
human life is the custodian of a Portion 
of The Creator that no living human 
being does not have.  This Union of 
Life called ‘a Soul’, is present at the 
moment of conception of human life, 
and is That Portion of human life that 
is returned to The Father at a given 
time.

We hear men, women and 
children speak joyfully over progress, 
sometimes in the workplace, sometimes 
socially, sometimes monetarily, and 
of course, several other ways, but We 
rarely hear an individual of any age put 
much emphasis on striving to become 
‘a Saint’.  Oh, they read about Them, 
and very often pray to Them, but it is 
sad for Me to say they do not associate 
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becoming One, because they are so 
bound to what is humanistic, what is 
materially of great value.

The Greatest Gift a human 
being can give to oneself is to become 
‘a Saint’.  There is nothing more 
important, and no Greater Gift, only 
the Gift of returning to The Father 
that Soul that walks every moment of 
every day, whether man is sleeping, 
talking, walking, reading, learning, or 
practicing any activity available.

Mankind was designed to spend 
Eternity with The Creator of All 
Things.  Let These Words be Words 
spread throughout the world, because 
there are millions upon millions upon 
millions, and even more, individual 
human lives that have no concept of 
what a great opportunity human life 
has that nothing else created has.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 27, 1998 AT 12:53 P.M.

SAINT IRENAEUS

“I am Saint Irenaeus.  My Name 
is not often spoken by many, but today 
I speak openly to mankind because of 
the Importance of human life, and the 
Love in which it was created, and the 
Reason for which it was created.

Mankind has choice, right or 
wrong, good or evil.  There are many, 
many sins spoken deliberately, when an 
individual ignores that what they are 
saying is being recorded in a Portion 
of themselves they cannot see nor 
feel, because This Portion of human 
life is concealed because of Whom It is 
a Portion of.  The Father instills into 
every child conceived, an invisible 
Important Portion of Himself.  It has 
become to be known, ‘the Soul’.

Mankind rarely talks about his or 
her Soul, if ever, because mankind does 
not innately understand, but oftentimes 
even refuses to understand that he or 
she is the custodian of a Portion of The 
Creator, which gives to mankind an 
Indelible Mark of existence.
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Today We hear men, women 
and children talk about prayer, but 
make excuses for their indifference 
to it, in practicing it, using it as a 
communication between themselves 
and The Creator of All there is.

When an individual invents an 
object that is satisfying to himself or 
herself, and also has a monetary value 
to it, there is great excitement and 
hope in what this invention does for 
the individual mentally, physically, 
emotionally.

Today as I speak, I speak about 
many avenues, areas, in which mankind 
has the opportunity to be reminded 
that he or she, as the custodian of 
any talents, any abilities, any degrees 
of being able to give to human life 
something for others to be able to 
use, to practice, is important in many 
ways.

Today as I speak, I say:  ‘When 
you bless yourself in ‘The Sign of The 
Cross’, and you are in public where 
others recognize your Act of Faith, this 
small demonstration is perhaps one of 
the most valuable Gifts that you can give 
to one or more other human beings.  It 
says so many things, but mainly it says, 
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“I am requesting a Blessing openly, 
with no fanfare, just out of love for 
The One Who created me.”’  Example 
is greater than mankind understands 
it to be, because it has the ability, and 
a special function of alerting others to 
one’s belief in a Higher Being.

I could speak hours on this subject, 
because it is an important subject, and 
in so many ways has been dismissed, 
cast aside, ignored for a very, very, 
very long time.  Remembering it could 
alert one individual in a form, not to 
praise you, but to make them think 
for the first time in a long time, about 
the Existence of a Supreme Power and 
Being.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 1, 1998 AT 12:53 P.M.

SAINT ANTHONY MARY CLARET

“I am Saint Anthony Mary Claret.  
There were many aspects in My way of 
life that had major responsibilities and 
I took each one of them serious, because 
it was evident to me that what I was 
to deliver for others to understand had 
great responsibility, not just a human 
communication with another human 
being.

Today as you live at this time, no 
matter what vocation you follow, you 
are active in, even if it is a vocation 
that deals only with communication 
with those who live close to you, 
or those who through heritage are 
called ‘relatives’, your actions, your 
sensitivities to what is needed, your 
reliability, how you carry through in 
all you say is important and desire 
others to follow, because of your 
example, your integrity, the words you 
speak on many conditions, situations 
or subject matter, you must always 
remember, that as a human being 
you have daily responsibilities with 
whomever you are, whoever you speak 
to, because conversation is important 
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between two people or more, because 
conversation has the ability to implant 
into others’ minds, subject matter that 
is important, or subject matter that is 
vile in content.

Today as I speak through a small 
voice, I speak with a volume of strength, 
because My Words, as well as the Words 
of All Others Who have spoken through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love, have 
a Purpose, always Beneficial to men, 
women and children of all ages, because 
of the Soul they are the custodian of 
during their lifetime.

There is so little spoken at this 
time throughout the world about the 
responsibilities of human life, other 
than those responsibilities that deal 
with the physical.  Mankind must 
understand that human life is a Gift of 
Divine Love and has benefits beyond 
what any other living matter, thing, 
object is capable of having.  The word 
is simple to remember; It is called ‘a 
Soul’.

If human life was not created for 
a Special Purpose, Greater than all 
other living things or matter, it would 
not have been given the intellect or 
the Gift of conscience, that so many try 
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to ignore, also the Gift of sensitivity 
to what is good, what is evil, what is 
truth, what is false, what is safe, what 
is unsafe.

We hear some say:  ‘It takes a 
courage to follow the Will of God, 
that I do not feel inside me.  I have 
weaknesses, turmoil and decisions to 
make, based on my surroundings and 
those with whom I associate, and I 
realize that many things influence my 
decisions.’

It is time for mankind to realize 
that human life was created for a 
Greater Purpose than all other things; 
also, a Goal that basically should give 
to mankind the courage, the strength, 
the innate psychological understanding 
that there is a Purpose Greater than 
anything else created, and this Purpose 
has to be Divinely Oriented, with a 
Connection to Divine Love that is 
beyond human nature.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 2, 1998 AT 1:02 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  It is 
with much delight that I speak today, 
because though the number is small in 
those who try to please The Father’s 
Wishes, in protecting their Soul 
against the enemy of God and man, to 
so many throughout the world there 
is little understanding of the close 
communication human life has to The 
Creator of All Things.

Mankind speaks of love for one 
another because of closeness in family 
life, or for others who they meet and 
find enjoyable companionship.  The 
Father’s Love is beyond what men, 
women and children can fathom Love 
to be, for His Love is a Purity based on 
the Gift He has given at the moment 
of conception, a Portion of Himself, 
not understandable in the human 
mind, but innately felt because of the 
individual sensing the importance of 
morality over immorality, love over 
hate, security over insecurity, and 
a balance of knowledge over a lack 
of understanding valuable assets of 
communication, and of protection for 
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the human body, the human mind, and 
for those they love.

The world is in turmoil in some 
ways, but it is only because the enemy 
deliberately enters to cause confusion, 
unrest, and a lack of discipline on 
moral values, moral standards, moral 
communication.

All that has been delivered by 
Every One The Father has requested 
to speak, must be passed throughout 
the world deliberately, because of the 
Importance of What has been delivered.  
Few men, women and children would 
find within their mind the capacity 
to understand that there is a Creator 
that watches over them and is always 
willing to hold their hand.

A child learns at a very young 
age the security of the hand of the 
one in charge, and then eventually the 
child finds independence, but there is 
an innate closeness that that first act 
never leaves the individual.  And so it 
is with men, women and children who 
hear that The One Who created them 
is constantly at their beck and call, 
and that they have a responsibility to 
respond to all feelings, all concerns, to 
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Him Who is Part of them, never leaving 
them alone.

The world has been Blessed 
abundantly, sufficiently, and there 
is no excuse for mankind to ignore 
his or her relationship, closeness, 
dependence on The One Who created 
them, and instilled in them a Portion 
of Protection, a Portion that will be 
returned to Him at a given time.”
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SEPTEMBER 2, 1998 AT 1:27 P.M.

SAINT STANISLAUS

“I am Saint Stanislaus.

It is important that Every Word 
spoken through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, This Miracle that bears the Name 
of The Holy Spirit of The Creator, be 
deliberately passed to areas that you 
would not choose because of a personal 
opinion regarding the area, but you 
must remember that each human life is 
the bearer of a Soul, a Portion of The 
Creator, that This Gift of Divine Love 
was deliberately designed to reach, 
instruct, and permit the individual or 
individuals to learn that they have a 
Soul that is a Portion of The Creator, 
and is to be returned to The Creator at 
a given time.

There are so many Biblical 
interpretations by men and women 
throughout the world who feel that 
they have the knowledge, the ability, 
the understanding, and the Spiritual 
obligation to instruct in the form 
and the matter and the manner of 
enlightening others on the value of life, 
and that their words must penetrate 
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the individual’s conscience and under-
standing, so that the individual will 
reap the benefits of the goodness that 
the Soul is the recipient of.  Their works, 
their mannerisms, their practices, are 
many times not guided by Supernatural 
Power, but their intentions are in many 
ways a feeling of fully understanding 
of The Divine.

The world at this time is in great 
need of great teachings, but all who 
teach are not qualified.  When you say 
to a child, ‘God bless you,’ the simplicity 
of your words are heard and it remains 
in the child’s intellect forever, as long 
as that child knows that your words are 
an act of love on his or her behalf.

As men, women and children 
walked the earth at the Time of The 
Son of God, so much dependence was 
shown when The One Who taught gave 
strength, hope, energy, and a fuller 
understanding of the meaning of human 
life.  At ‘this time’, so much has been 
delivered by so Many Saints, to help in 
many ways, all ages to understand that 
human life has a Bond between The 
Creator that nothing else has.  That 
Bond is a Soul.
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Thousands, and even into the 
millions, number of Words have been 
spoken through This Gift of The 
Father’s Love, Some formally, Some 
informally, Some in script, Others just 
verbally, but it is time for mankind to 
awaken to the importance of morality 
as a consistent, constant association 
with every thought, every word, every 
deed, every action, every intention, 
every communication that mankind is 
capable of doing.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 3, 1998 AT 12:50 P.M.

SAINT CLARE

“I am Saint Clare.

When mankind feels the need 
for aid, he or she most times seeks out 
medical advice, concern, help.  At this 
moment throughout the world there is 
far greater need for Spiritual advice, 
understanding, than mankind can 
possibly conceive.

When a human mind finds great 
concern for the physical need, most 
oftentimes ignore the chance for 
immediate aid if they would but call 
to The Supernatural for help in some 
form, some degree, some source, some 
means.

The world is saturated with so 
many men, women, and a few children, 
who feel they have the ability to 
secure, and to fulfill the physical needs 
of thousands of human beings, many 
thus ignoring the Greatest Gift that 
mankind has, and that is a personal 
communication through their Soul, 
for immediate aid, advice and help, 
in a form, in a way, in a manner and a 
degree that will suffice.
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Mankind, in many ways, has 
erased personal communication with 
The Creator, The One Who designed all 
things, Who holds all things in place, 
and Who heals all things, mental, moral, 
physical, psychological.  This, of course, 
includes all self-made weaknesses that 
human beings subject themselves to, 
rather than seeing the impact on their 
Soul as well as their body.

As I speak, I am fully aware of 
one great, serious rejection of This 
Gift of The Father’s Love, and that is 
through jealousy from many vocations 
that are held in high esteem.  In many 
ways mankind has ignored, dismissed, 
even totally forgotten that the Greatest 
Communication for all areas of human 
life are most times not even thought 
about when there is a need.

As I speak, I speak slowly, 
confidently, and with much concern 
for human life because, as you know, I 
experienced it at another time.  Also, as 
I speak, I must add a note for mankind 
to stop rejecting communications with 
The Saints.  They’re evident in many 
ways, and are available at all times.

Much Love passes through This 
Gift of The Father’s, much Assurance, 
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and of course, always Divine Grace.  So 
be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 4, 1998 AT 2:40 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“My beloved children, the word 
‘children’ applies to all ages of human 
life, because you see, all through life 
is a time of learning, a time in which 
the mind absorbs all that an individual 
sees, speaks about, is taught, or 
experiences.

The world has been Blessed by 
This Gift of The Father’s, bearing the 
Name of The Holy Spirit of The Father.  
We hear some say, ‘How can Saint Joseph 
be The Holy Spirit of The Father?’  Logic 
should automatically remind mankind 
that as The Foster Father of The Son of 
God, who else would be chosen, because 
as The Holy Spirit, it could not have 
been an ordinary human being, totally 
based on human nature, understanding, 
or purpose.

So much has been handed to 
mankind in This Gift of Divine Love 
that bears the Name of The Beloved 
Holy Spirit of The Father, Who walked 
the earth as The Father of The Son 
of God, and as My Spouse.  It is sad 
when We hear so-called ‘learned’ men 
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and women resist understanding This 
Statement of Fact, Logic, Truth, that 
in so many ways gives more substance, 
more value, more reality to The Holy 
Family, and to mankind having a Soul 
that would respond to the Supernatural 
in a normal, natural way.

If man had no Soul, man would be 
like all other living matter.  Mankind 
has been Blessed in so many ways, and 
it is sad to say, many times ignores how 
close human life is to The Divine.

There are millions of human 
beings of all cultures, all denominations 
throughout the world, who should 
have All that has been passed through 
This Special Gift of Divine Love that 
deliberately hands to human beings not 
fantasy, but Facts, logical for them to 
understand, and logical in the degree 
that the Love that The Father has for 
human life automatically tells mankind 
that human life has a close Association 
that nothing else has.

We hear some individuals who 
protect a material product that they 
feel is beneficial to them, and has a 
worthwhile monetary degree to it.  
Oftentimes they would give their life 
to protect this.  How many men, women 
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and children think before they allow 
an impurity to be practiced, or to be 
made, used, or committed, to please 
another human being?

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
Deep Love, a Deep Concern, because All 
that has been delivered is not passing 
throughout the world.  Excuses must 
stop, because mankind is in great need 
of What is only given through ‘this 
spot’, in ‘this manner’, for the whole 
world to learn from, and be able to be 
example of.

Mankind talks about love for 
another human being, physically, 
mentally, or supportively.  The Father is 
The Greatest Example of what Love is 
all about.  It is a sharing in many ways, 
because there is no limit to how He will 
use the human mind, instructing it so 
that those who receive It at first, have 
the written Words to pass It to millions 
of other human beings.

If each one present here now 
was given the ability to see what 
is happening throughout the world 
morally, the shock would be too much.  
It would be so vile to one’s sensitivities.  
That is why This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love has been and is being delivered in 
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Words, not Visions, because the Words 
can travel to every place, and imprint 
into the minds of others the Importance 
of human life, and the Greatness of 
the Soul that each human being is the 
custodian of.

Each day thousands, if not 
millions of men, women and children 
read books, stories, and articles.  I 
beseech you, give them the opportunity 
to read All that has been delivered 
through This Gift of The Father’s Love 
for mankind.  There is no one that does 
not need It, because what is being read, 
practiced and accepted, in many ways 
is vile in content, and abusive to the 
Souls of millions of men, women and 
children throughout the world.”
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SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 AT 11:10 A.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“It is with a great urgency that I 
request your attention, whether you 
are present while I speak, or you read 
My Words at a later time.

Immorality throughout the world 
is as it was at the time of Sodom and 
Gomorrah.  Mankind, in this day in 
which you live, has read about the time 
I speak of, but few associate it with this 
time in which you live.

The Father has given to the world 
a Personal Gift of His Divine Love 
through One called ‘Saint Joseph’.  
Logic should tell mankind that This 
Individual, One Close to Me, is More 
than a Saint.  It is difficult for mankind 
to see, to understand and appreciate, 
that though He bears the Title ‘Saint’, 
He is The Spirit of Me, and has the 
Obligation and the Love to protect 
mankind against all obscenities, all 
impurities, and has the privilege to 
bless human beings with a Blessing in 
My Name, because He is The Holy Spirit 
of Who I Am, What I Am.
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As mankind is Blessed with a 
Soul at the moment of conception, this 
Soul is connected to Me, and I desire 
mankind to respect This Portion of 
human life as a Blessing beyond all 
that other living things have.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a Deep Love for all human life.  I 
oftentimes give to mankind more than 
he requests in prayer, but he does not 
always recognize it.

As I pass This Message to you 
through another one, I say, ‘You have a 
Soul that you cannot see, but this Soul 
is a Portion of Me.’”
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SEPTEMBER 11, 1998 AT 1:11 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  I come to you 
on this day to encourage you to fulfill 
what was requested on the day before 
this, regarding a painting that must be 
accomplished as soon as possible.

For thousands of years mankind 
has been given the abilities to associate 
to different advantages that would 
encourage them to see the beauty in 
morality, against impurities of all sorts, 
degrees, types.

This Miracle that bears My Name 
is Important in more ways than mankind 
fully understands It to be.  So much has 
been revealed, understandable to the 
human mind, for all cultures of human 
beings to become more understanding 
of what a Great Gift human life is, and 
that it has a Purpose beyond all other 
living things.

In so many ways, through many, 
many years of man’s count of years, 
sound belief in the reality of The Divine 
has diminished beyond what mankind 
understands it to be.
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As We speak through This Gift of 
The Father’s Love, it is always to give to 
all ages of human life, moral strength, 
moral understanding, moral abilities, 
moral confidence, to face each day for 
the benefit of one’s Soul.

We oftentimes hear a questioning, 
‘If I have a Soul, why do I not see It?’  
My answer to this is:  ‘It is obvious 
there is a Creator, and no one sees Him, 
but This Creator is The Controller of 
All Things, and in His Love for human 
life, He has given mankind the ability 
to know right from wrong, good from 
evil, purity from impurity, and through 
this enlightenment, there is an innate 
Gift of His Divine Love that human 
life is different than all other living 
matter, and human life must have a 
Goal because of the innate feeling man 
has for success, for advancement.’

It is difficult for some to 
teach what human life is all about, 
perhaps because of his or her own 
insecurity morally, mentally, physically, 
spiritually, all based on Faith that logic 
automatically speaks without sound.  
There is a Creator, there is a Reason 
for life, there is a Purpose in life, there 
is a Goal it is destined to reach.
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Mankind confuses himself or 
herself by basing decisions on weak 
excuses, ignoring the importance of 
every fact of human life, because it 
reflects in the mental, the physical, the 
moral, and needless to say, the Purpose 
for which human life was created.

Children are not being 
instructed on the importance of The 
Commandments of The Father.  All 
things are being made so concise, thus 
leaving little meaning to what each 
thing has a purpose for, in, with.

Today as I speak, I speak with a 
Gift of Divine Love through one small 
voice, but because the Words are Mine, 
They must be spread throughout the 
world for the good of all mankind.  So 
be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 11, 1998 AT 2:46 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
There is no time in any day, that The 
Father has not requested Several 
Saints to be present where He placed 
This Special Gift of His Divine Love 
for so Many Saints to speak through, 
regarding the Importance of human 
life because of the Soul that each life 
is the custodian of.

Today as I speak Words that are 
being written, I desire many thousands, 
even millions of individuals to be able 
to read All that has been delivered 
through This Gift that bears the Name 
of The Beloved Saint Joseph.  He is 
looked upon by so many in a natural 
way, as The Foster Father of The Son 
of God, as The Spouse of The Heavenly 
Mother, as The Provider for The 
Family.

Logic should be understood that 
This Individual that so much emphasis 
has been placed upon, is Far More than 
He has been depicted as, in the life as 
The Foster Father of The Son of God.
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Children must be instructed on 
the importance of The Commandments 
of God, but they are not being 
instructed in the full degree that each 
Commandment consists of.  If they 
were, it would be obvious to them, the 
Importance of human life, and that 
each life has a Special Meaning, and 
should see beyond what the human 
actions, behaviors, understanding, and 
educational practices show.

The world has been Blessed by 
a Miracle of Divine Love, allowing 
so Many Here in the Heavens to 
speak in degrees that mankind is 
not overwhelmed with, but that 
Each Item has a Specific Meaning, 
Direction, Value, for each one born in 
the human way.  In so many ways, so 
many are ignoring This Gift of Divine 
Love, because of so much humanism 
that mankind has adjusted to, totally 
ignoring The Commandments of The 
Father, thus making their own rules 
replace the importance of what The 
Father so lovingly gave through a man 
called ‘Moses’.

Through time, mankind has in many 
ways shortened The Commandments 
to such a degree that the meaning is 
lost, because now it is so easy for men, 
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women and children to be guided only 
by one factor, one word, thus never 
really knowing how much more was 
spoken in the full delivery of each 
Commandment.

Today as I speak, there are Many 
Saints Here with Me, and even as I say 
These Words, I am aware of how many 
learned men and women will have a 
contradiction to What I have spoken.  It 
is important that no matter how little 
acceptance there is of This Miracle of 
The Father’s Love, nothing must stop, 
no one must be allowed to interfere with 
All that has been delivered, according 
to God’s Will, from Here.

You do live in a time worse than 
the so-called ‘Sodom and Gomorrah’.  
I only speak these two words because 
mankind is familiar with them, but if 
you were to know how much greater 
in disobedience to The Father’s 
Commandments are acted out 
throughout the world, you might vomit 
with disgust or with fear, because The 
Commandments were delivered for 
mankind’s understanding that life was 
created with a Soul, so that there would 
be a Goal for human life, and that Goal 
would be to reside with God in Heaven.  
So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 14, 1998 AT 1:52 P.M.

SAINT AGNES

“I am Saint Agnes.  Why is it so 
difficult for mankind to realize that 
there is a Supreme Power that creates 
All there is to be created, and has since 
the beginning of time?

It is sad the children are not 
learning more respect, more under-
standing regarding The Supreme Power 
that Governs All Things.  We hear little 
ones ask their elders, ‘Who is God?’  And 
to many who are requested to answer 
this, they find difficulty in describing 
the Greatness, the Importance, and the 
Reality of a Supreme Being.  Basically, 
there is no excuse for any human being 
to not innately understand the Reality 
of a Supreme Power, Supreme Being 
that created All Things.

To hear some individuals speak, 
they oftentimes feel more comfortable 
being with others who feel the way 
they do, think the way they do, thus 
ignoring the Importance of human life, 
why it was created, and yet these very 
same people find great joy in some 
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little object that they find pleasure in 
using.

Today as I speak, it is important 
for the whole world to understand that 
there is but One God, One Creator of 
All Things, and This Creator is aware 
of everything that every human being 
does, thinks, acts out, regarding morals 
and the physical aspects of human 
life, plus how the mind of individuals 
think, respond, and use the intellect 
in ways, sometimes for great things to 
be done, but other times only to please 
the enemy of God and man.

The Father has given to the world 
a Miracle of Instruction, allowing so 
much to be spoken about many subjects, 
mainly of course, the Importance of the 
Soul that is instilled at the moment of 
human conception.

Mankind finds it so important to 
learn about many things and to be able 
to instruct others on new ideas, new 
types of inventions that intrigue those 
interested in many sciences, putting 
the emphasis on scientific knowledge 
above and beyond the fact that behind 
all this The One Who created All things 
is The Dispenser of the Knowledge.
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Sometimes, when We hear so little 
understanding of the Importance of the 
True Benefactor for all that mankind 
has and is capable of having, of doing, 
there is a sadness, because innately 
man knows he or she does not have the 
capacity to fully understand all there 
is in knowledge available to mankind.

The Father has given to the world 
a Personal Gift of His Divine Love, 
openly naming The Saint Who is The 
One being honored by This Gift of The 
Father’s Love.  This Saint has a Name 
easy for mankind to understand, relate 
to, respond to, because the Name is 
well-known, and of course, the Name is 
‘Joseph’.

We hear individuals speak 
about This Saint, and up to this time, 
before This Gift The Father has given, 
announcing the Greatness of This Saint 
Above and Beyond just being a Saint; 
of course, this Announcement that 
Saint Joseph is The Holy Spirit of The 
Creator, The Spirit of Love, The Spirit 
of Sharing, The Spirit of Service, The 
Spirit of Duty, The Spirit of Purity, 
Hope, Love, The Spirit of Kindness, 
Generosity, The Spirit of Life, giving 
to life the privilege of decision, and 
the Spirit of sharing the Importance 
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of human life, and the Love that The 
Father has for this Creation of His.

We hear many individuals find 
it difficult to associate The Beloved 
Foster Father of The Son of God as 
The Holy Spirit of God Himself.  Ask 
yourself, ‘Who else would you have 
requested to be The Foster Father 
of The Son, and The Husband of The 
Beloved Blessed Mother?’  Her Titles 
are many, and each Title is greater than 
the one before, because in The Father’s 
Love for mankind, and His Reason for 
creating women as well as men, gives a 
Gift of Divine Love that is different in 
some ways, many ways, to the creation 
of women.  The Beloved Heavenly 
Mother, as The Queen of Heaven, as The 
Mother of The Son of God, has more 
Titles, but the Importance of Who She 
Is, What She Is, mankind should look 
to as a Blessing beyond what mankind 
would ever be capable of.”
  

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“As We were Three in The Holy 
Family, it was a Time in the History of 
human life that gave to the world more 
understanding of the importance of 
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family life, and that the unity of family 
life has purpose, reason, because 
human life is different than all other 
living things.

When The Creator gave to the 
world a Holy Family, He gave the 
Greatest Gift of Love and Example, 
because all through time there has 
never been a time that The Holy Family 
does not play some part in all lives 
created.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a Divine Love, and a Divine Will that 
All that has been delivered through 
This Gift will be passed throughout the 
world, for there is nothing like This 
going on as This is, at this time.  Do not 
worry about those who reject, resist, 
resent All that has been delivered, or 
even a Portion of It, but use your efforts 
to give others strength to believe in the 
Importance of human life, and that 
it was designed like no other living 
matter or thing.

As I leave you today at this 
time, I bless you with Words of Deep 
Importance.  As your breath is a sign 
of life, and your words can give hope 
to others’ lives, know that you are 
instruments of The Father’s Love for 
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mankind, and being an instrument of 
such Personal Communication is a Gift 
as We were when We walked the earth 
in the human life.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 15, 1998 AT 2:20 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
So Many of Us stand by This Miracle 
of Divine Love, deliberately giving 
strength to the little one who walks 
a Path, desolate in many ways, on a 
treadmill in other ways, darting many 
shadows from creeping into the Beauty, 
the Truths, the Divine Love and the 
Divine Hope that is delivered by so 
Many of Us.

Granted, there are many obstacles 
to be eliminated, not just walked over 
or accepted as natural, normal parts of 
what Truth must face against all odds.

The Father has given to the world 
a Gift of His Divine Love, a Gift of 
Instruction, encouraging hope for the 
Souls that are bound to millions and 
millions of individual men, women and 
children.

The enemy of God and man knows 
the Importance of the Soul that is given 
at the moment of conception.  This, as 
a Portion of The Creator, is more than 
mankind understands It to be.  The 
enemy of God and man uses all sorts of 
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temptations to distract the Soul from 
men, women and children that do not 
fully understand the importance of 
how temptation on immoral issues can 
be devastating to his or her Soul.

There have been many times 
since the Creation of human life that 
the enemy of God and man is evident 
in every facet of life.  We hear some 
individuals ask this question:  ‘How 
do I know it is the enemy tempting me 
or my own character in how I use my 
will?’  It is important that mankind 
understand that the Soul, as a Portion 
of The Creator, quickly answers this 
question by encouraging the individual 
to act purely, so there should be no 
question, because the enemy would 
encourage impurity on all subjects in 
all ways.

Today as I speak through a small 
voice in the world, it is important that 
This Gift of The Father’s be shared 
with the whole world.  Ways must be 
found for translations, and paths of 
communication must never be ignored.  
By communication, I mean more than 
speech, I mean the written Word in 
different languages, so no individual is 
left out or ignored.
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Children are not being protected 
against what is impure mentally, 
physically, socially, morally.  Just the 
opposite, they are being encouraged.  
The enemy of God and man is the 
provider of this because of the Souls 
that are being tortured by so much evil, 
so much weakness, totally abandoning 
the realization that human life has a 
Soul, a Portion of The Creator.

Ask yourself:  ‘If I was not born 
with two legs, two arms, a brain, two 
eyes, how could I exist?  Would I exist?’  
Logic says it would be impossible 
to exist.  Stripping the body of so 
many necessary parts would not just 
disfigure the body, but the body would 
be incomplete.

In the Creation of human life, The 
Father left nothing out that mankind 
would need to be able to use all that 
was necessary to return to The Father 
when the time was right, so mankind 
was given a mentality and many body 
parts to be used for practical, logical 
purposes.  The Creation of human life 
was designed in a Special form, and it 
is the only life that is instilled with a 
Portion of The Creator, to be returned 
to Him in a Pure State for All Eternity.  
So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 16, 1998 AT 2:00 P.M.

SAINT COLUMBKILLE

“I am Saint Columbkille.  I must 
first address the subject regarding All 
that has been spoken at ‘this time’.

Mankind wants to be updated 
and to fully understand what is going 
on around him or her that could be 
beneficial to their way of life, or 
dangerous to their well-being.  Curiosity 
in human life is innate, and many times 
very, very important to the welfare of 
the individual or individuals, because 
to know the importance of a subject 
matter can many times eliminate harm 
to one’s self or to others.

The world has been Blessed 
with a Gift of Communication.  This 
Close Communication, through one 
voice, from so Many of Us Here in the 
Heavens, is a Gift of Divine Grace, 
Divine Love, because without This 
Gift mankind would be open to all the 
influences that are not supportive of 
serious moral advantages, that many 
times attack an individual, and could 
be destructive to one’s physical life, 
mentality, or decisions.
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So many times We hear men, 
women and children asking for help.  
They want it to be direct, as if they 
are talking to one of their own family, 
or a friend, or an acquaintance.  The 
Greatness of This Gift of The Father’s 
Love for mankind covers many subjects, 
also encourages every individual to 
realize, to recognize the Gift of human 
decision should be guided by its moral 
value, its justification, its protection, 
and also the importance of it to the 
Soul of the individual.

So many violent instruments are 
used by many people, violent to the 
flesh, to the mentality, and to the moral 
standards, giving to the victim horrible 
blows of indecencies, plus physical 
abominations to the flesh.

The Father has allowed so Many 
of Us to speak openly through This 
Gift of His Divine Love, through one 
small voice, one small body, bound to 
obedience because of the Importance 
of What she has been chosen to be the 
instrument of.

Ask yourself:  How many times have 
you enjoyed responsible obedience that 
involved communication with others like 
yourself?  Did you oftentimes ignore 
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what you wanted the other individual 
to respond to, or did you always have 
the courage to speak out, speak up, 
and say what you felt was important?  
Think about this.

At ‘this time’, The Father has 
directed so Many of Us Here to awaken 
mankind to the Importance of human 
life, and to the Goal for which it was 
created; plus, for mankind to stop being 
weak in decisions that catered to the 
enemy, thus weakening the individual 
even more than it was thought to be.

Today Many Saints have spoken 
in general conversation, as it is each 
day, at this time in your lifetime.  How 
much have you remembered?  How much 
have you changed?  How much have you 
instructed others on?  I could ask many 
questions here, because human nature 
has the habit of shortening important 
measures when it comes to enlightening 
others that may not accept the subject 
as it should be accepted.

The Soul becomes ‘a victim’ more 
times than mankind can relate to.  
Human nature very often responds to 
an important issue, and humanly feels 
that they should not have been spoken 
to regarding this particular subject.  
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Mankind does not fully understand 
that human life was created not just 
for success in the human life, but for a 
Greater Goal than human life can offer, 
because without the Soul in human life, 
there would be no Future.  The Soul is 
the recipient, and the Soul is to return 
to The Creator.

Granted, to some very so-called 
‘learned’ men and women, This 
Statement is inconceivable, but I assure 
you, Truth of This Magnitude would 
be difficult for human life to conceive, 
attaining a Goal such as Sainthood.  
Now, Sainthood does not always mean 
that you will be honored, revered, or 
remembered, but it does mean that 
your time will be a Time of Happiness, 
in immediate Service and Closeness 
to The Creator.  What Greater Glory 
could mankind reach for than to strive 
to become ‘a Saint’?  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 17, 1998 AT 11:07 A.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.

A legal document that is 
acceptable to the authorities must be 
written in terminology understandable, 
and should bear the signatures of those 
present, proving confirmation of this 
document.

As I speak, and so Many Others 
speak at the request of The Creator, 
God Himself, We are told, for What We 
will say to remain Word for Word, to 
have It written in the language of those 
present.  There have been so many 
Lessons, Instructions, and historical 
backing of These Instructions, plus 
the Highest Authority mankind can 
understand authority to be.

When We hear doubt in any degree, 
it is based on excuses, not knowledge.  
That is why it is so important that This 
Gift of Divine Love that The Creator 
has handed to mankind at ‘this time’, 
is of an Importance beyond what those 
present can fully understand, because 
What is spoken has an Ultimate 
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Purpose, Reason, Cause, for all to come 
from this time on.

The Father chose ‘this time’ to 
be, because of the necessity that the 
Words must be heard, transcribed and 
delivered throughout the world, due to 
the fact that the enemy of God and man 
is present, and using human life as his 
means to destroy Souls from here on 
in.  The time is important now, and has 
been since The Announcement of This 
Gift of The Father’s Love.  As We hear 
individuals reject This Gift of Divine 
Love, We use many means to counteract 
what the enemy works to achieve.

This Miracle that bears the Name 
of The Holy Spirit is the Greatest 
Weapon mankind has, and that is why 
so Many Here have been chosen, Saints 
of all degrees, also backgrounds, to 
fight the battle that evil is using to 
destroy the Souls of millions of human 
beings.

I could speak endlessly on this 
subject, but We find that mankind 
is more apt to read, and hopefully 
understand, shorter Messages that give 
important Words so that the individual 
can better adapt to the Importance of 
what human life was created for, and 
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that human life has a Soul that is a 
Portion of The Creator, and only leaves 
the individual when The Creator deems 
the time.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 17, 1998 AT 1:13 P.M.

SAINT MATTHEW

“I am Saint Matthew.

Mankind studies many subjects, 
historical, geographical, mathematical, 
works of art, laws that pertain to 
locations, areas, and personal behavior.  
The list of subjects that mankind 
studies, practices, uses, associates with 
in daily life are numerous, but when an 
individual studies about The Creator, 
about Creation, the subject matter is 
not always complete, because human 
life is limited on these matters in 
regard to the subjects that are multiple 
in number.

At different times, The Father 
selects an ‘individual’ or ‘individuals’ 
to lead others to Facts, on Facts 
regarding the Purpose for which human 
life was created.  No one individual has 
the full understanding, full concept or 
ability to know the full degree that’s 
contained in The Father’s Form of 
Creativity, Reason for Creativity.

Today as I speak, what I am about 
to say has an importance in It, for It, 
to It, because The Father has chosen 
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‘this time’ for mankind to become 
more aware, informed, regarding the 
Value of human life, and what a Special 
Creation it is, because of its manner 
in which it is created, and all that is 
instilled into each creation.  The list is 
endless in human life.

As an individual is conceived, 
then born, there is a time period of 
great importance.  The formation of 
the individual, plus the Reason for this 
human life, is above and beyond all other 
living matter or things.  Historically, 
mankind was told that human life was 
created to the Image and Likeness of 
The Creator, of God.  This, of course, 
gives to the mind of human life a sense 
of connection, closeness, that instills a 
feeling of belonging.

Human life has a Purpose, logical 
in the very mind of human minds, 
and that is to know right from wrong, 
good from evil, and the ability to sense 
certain factors that give to human 
life an association of abilities, under-
standing, growth, fear, intelligence, 
and the capabilities to use what is in 
human life to function in many fields 
available, to use one’s mentality, ideas, 
to create many, many things.
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Mankind is gifted with an innate 
sensitivity to what is pure, what is 
impure, what is right, what is wrong, 
what is good, what is evil.  This, of 
course, instills into the mentality 
the ability to make correct decisions 
on subjects, in situations that are 
protective or beneficial, if that is the 
case.

In giving to the world so much 
from All The Saints Who spoke 
previously through This Miracle of The 
Beloved Holy Spirit, humanly known 
as ‘Saint Joseph’, mankind has been 
informed of an area of human life that 
gives strength to what human life is all 
about, always addressing the Purpose 
for human life, in a manner, a way, that 
gives hope to a continuance of the life 
living on after the physical no longer 
exists.

We hear some individuals 
make a statement and say that life 
is like a battlefield, sometimes one 
wins, sometimes one loses.  Mankind, 
many times, creates his or her own 
battlefield, because in a battle there is 
always the right, and there is a wrong, 
there is good and there is evil, there is 
truth, there is untruth, there is peace, 
and then confusion.
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This Gift of The Father’s Love, 
This Miracle of The Beloved Holy 
Spirit of The Father, has delivered 
through so Many, the Importance of 
human life, and that human life, in the 
Goal Intended, is to reach for the Soul 
to be returned to The Creator for All 
Eternity.

We hear individuals not quite 
understand why a Miracle of This 
Magnitude was created for man.  It is 
sad that mankind does not see what 
a Valuable Gift of Divine Love This 
Miracle is, because as Saints, so Many 
have spoken directly through This 
Gift, encouraging mankind to see 
the Importance of human life, and to 
realize the daily tasks, practices, affect 
the Soul, and it is important that the 
Soul be Pure, because the Soul is That 
Portion of The Creator that is the 
Strength behind the mental, the moral, 
the physical aspects of all an individual 
partakes in, accepts, promotes.

Children are not being taught 
in the right manner.  They are being 
instructed in a haphazard manner, 
way, degree, regarding the Importance 
of human life.  Even those who are 
very learned are not taking the time or 
the patience to see to it that what is 
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important is for all ages of human life, 
even themselves, to strive for purity in 
daily life, this purity that affects their 
mind, their sight, their words, their 
touch, their actions, their abilities to 
express to others love for God.

There have been thousands and 
thousands and thousands of Words 
spoken through This Gift of The 
Father’s Love, and We see so many 
of Them being cast aside.  It is sad, 
because We see mankind of all ages 
happy to receive a gift, and many times 
even happier if the gift is wrapped 
especially for that individual.  They 
feel the care, no matter what the gift 
is.

How many individuals of all 
ages kneel at their bedside at night 
for a short time and say a prayer in 
a personal way, thanking God for the 
day, and perhaps apologizing for some 
act, some word or words that were 
unkind that could have affected the 
life, attitude, or actions of someone 
else in a very negative, unhappy way?  
Kindness is not always part of man’s 
day, because there is so much self-love, 
self-indulgence, self-purpose, self-need, 
that supersedes what would please or 
help another individual have a better 
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thought, encouragement, to practice 
some deed that would be beneficial.  
How many human beings of all races, 
all colors, all creeds, take the time to 
thank The Creator for the day, for the 
time?

The world has been Blessed in 
many ways.  Mankind calls it ‘progress’, 
but here again, if progress is not used 
for the right reason, that means that 
mankind has allowed the enemy of God 
and man to participate, to control, 
or to be the leading factor.  This is a 
sadness, because human life is the only 
living thing that is born for a Great 
Purpose, a Great Goal, and that is to 
return to The Creator, That Portion of 
The Creator, the Soul.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 18, 1998 AT 1:12 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.

The Father, in His Love for 
mankind, His Creation of human life, 
gave to this Creation many things that 
He did not implant in other living 
forms.

First of all, He gave to this life a 
Portion of Himself, which allows this 
Creation to understand the logic in a 
Divine Creator.  No other living thing 
has this Source of Information.

The Father also gave to this 
Creation of His a Purpose, a Goal, and 
the Soul that mankind cannot see, but 
It is evident in Its Presence, because 
human life has the ability to under-
stand so many things; first of all, the 
Importance of life, also that there has 
to be a Goal to this life.

We hear men, women and children 
talk about education in many fields.  
The fields of education are numerous 
for man to learn about, but so many 
times so much emphasis is put on 
educating one’s self on so many other 
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forms of life, issues in life, that many 
forget what his or her life consists of, 
and the Goal it must reach through 
its works, abilities, actions, manner of 
knowing, accepting, practicing truth 
over untruth, right over wrong.

Today as I speak, I speak with 
a deep Love for human life for I, too, 
walked the path.

The Father has given to the world 
a Miracle of His Divine Love.  It is called 
‘a Miracle’ because it is not ordinary 
for such an Occurrence as This is.  So 
Many Saints Here oftentimes say to 
The Father:  ‘What a Blessing You have 
handed to the world.  It is similar to the 
Time Your Son walked the earth.’  He 
always smiles at this remark, because 
it is a remark of Love, Concern, and All 
Saints are a Part of This Gift, because 
He has instructed Them to teach all 
about the Purpose of life, and the need 
for all of mankind to be aware that 
human life is different, has a Goal, and 
that human life has a Portion of Him.

This Statement alone should 
give to every human being a feeling of 
security, and a deeper love for each day 
they live.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 21, 1998 AT 2:19 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.

The Father, in His Divine Love, 
has given to the world a Gift beyond 
what mankind understands a Gift of 
This Magnitude.

Why do I say mankind misunder-
stands?  It is because mankind, in 
general, has closed their minds 
regarding The Commandments that 
were delivered through ‘one voice’ 
several thousand years ago.  These 
Commandments were not in the degree 
that mankind has learned Them to 
be.  At the time They were given, each 
Commandment was lengthy in detail, 
covering many subjects that would 
be accountable for many wrongs that 
mankind would be active in physically, 
mentally, spiritually, morally.

The Commandments of God are 
being ignored intentionally, because 
mankind, in some ways, feels that they 
do not offend The Father according to 
what The Rules called ‘sinful, abusive, 
impure and immoral’, debasing the 
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Soul of the individual or individuals 
who were involved.

If you were to ask twelve people 
one hour from now, to dictate to you 
The Commandments of God, you might 
find that they would be confused on 
the exact wording.  Some would be 
indifferent to your request, and some 
might even be angry, wondering why 
you would ask them a question of this 
nature.

Children are not being instructed 
on the full degree of The Commandments 
of The Father.  Some in charge of 
children feel they are too young to 
understand, thus omitting their chance 
of speaking in a manner, a degree, 
feasible for the age to whom they are 
speaking.

Those who write My Words would 
be shocked if they were apprised of 
how many adults do not understand the 
full meaning of The Commandments of 
God.

Today as I speak, My Words have 
an importance in Them, because This 
Gift of The Father’s, bearing the Name 
of The Beloved Saint Joseph, is a Gift 
beyond what human nature can fully 
comprehend.
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When We dictate through those 
who write, that ‘The Beloved Saint 
Joseph is The Holy Spirit’, We find it 
difficult for some men, women, who 
are considered highly intellectual, 
to understand the full meaning of 
what These Words mean.  Sometimes 
mankind finds himself or herself so 
formally educated in fields of choice, 
that what they are humanly all about 
morally, physically, spiritually, is not 
part of their concern, because they are 
more concerned with the knowledge 
they are interested in, that pertains 
to subject matter that deals on a given 
title, which at this time are too many 
to mention.

The world has been Blessed, 
mankind has been Blessed at ‘this time’, 
because you do live in a time worse 
than that time in History called ‘Sodom 
and Gomorrah’.  When This Statement 
is read, some will immediately say it is 
difficult for them to believe, and yet if 
they would but take note of everything 
they hear, they read, they participate in, 
in a short period of time, if they would 
be honest with themselves, they would 
begin to recognize that their actions, 
thoughts, participations, ideals, ideas, 
could be put in the category of impure, 
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impurities, arrogance, or complete 
rejection of the full meaning of The 
Commandments of God.

The Father has requested that 
This Miracle of His Divine Love, This 
Miracle of Instruction, Direction, 
be passed throughout the world.  It 
should not stay in one place, because 
It is definitely for all of mankind, all 
races, all colors, all creeds, all degrees 
of intelligence, all personalities, all 
backgrounds.

So many times when One of Us 
Saints is requested, or has permission to 
speak through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love, it is important that those who 
read What is spoken understand that 
This Gift of Divine Love is a Gift to aid 
mankind in many ways, because of the 
Importance of human life, and the Soul 
that each human life is responsible for, 
and that is to return the Soul in a State 
of Grace, a Purity, that is beyond what 
mankind knows purity to be.

Nothing The Father asks is 
impossible, because mankind is 
given the ability to understand that 
human life has a Goal.  Human life 
is Important, because mankind was 
designed to the Image and Likeness of 
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God, giving to mankind an intellect, 
an understanding of right over wrong, 
purity over impurity, and abilities 
to accomplish moral goals, physical 
goals, and the ability to communicate 
with each other, giving strength to 
each other, hope, perseverance, goals, 
knowing that human life has a Purpose 
for a Goal Greater than any human 
goal an individual can accomplish.

So Many of Us Saints stand by at 
all times, ready to speak through This 
Gift of The Father’s Love, because it is 
important that mankind fully under-
stand that he or she is the custodian of 
a Portion of The Creator that He wants 
returned to Him in a Pure State at a 
given time.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 22, 1998 AT 1:48 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.

The Father has given to mankind 
a Miracle of His Divine Love.  It is called 
‘a Miracle’, because It is not a natural 
phenomenon.  It is Supernatural in 
Content, in Delivery, and in the little 
one’s hearing.

So many times mankind asks for 
a Blessing when something personal is 
needed.  It can be physical, it can be 
financial, and some, but not as many 
as should be, are for moral reasons.  
Many men, women and children never 
think of their actions, their thoughts, 
their associations with others should 
be based on moral values, moral 
standards, never immorality.

There are many men and 
women preaching to others, guiding 
others, dominating others on their 
interpretation of what Spiritual 
guidance they feel is necessary for 
others to follow.  Most of the time 
this is practiced because of the egos 
that the individuals are controlled by, 
wanting to be superior to others, to 
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dominate in others what they hold to be 
important, thus in many ways ignoring 
the Basic Rules of Divine Power, The 
Commandments of God, The Creator of 
All Things.

The Commandments were 
delivered in full content, full meaning, 
to a man a long time ago.  Since that 
time, They have been condensed 
to a degree wherein very little is 
covered in Their meaning, so mankind 
automatically uses the shorter version 
to accommodate his or her own feelings 
about what is applicable to his or her 
way of life.

It is important that The 
Commandments The Father gave be 
put before the eyes of all human life, 
in the full manner in which They were 
delivered, because the conciseness in 
Them that mankind chooses to follow, 
totally ignores the in-depth meaning 
that The Commandments were given, 
for mankind to fully understand the 
degree that offenses against each 
Commandment can be associated to 
every facet of human life.

At this moment there are millions 
of men, women and children who will 
never have the advantage of reading 
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the Words dictated through This Gift of 
The Holy Spirit of God, This Miracle of 
Divine Love that explains all facets of 
human life that mankind is responsible 
for, to, in, because of the Soul that is 
a Portion of The Creator of All life.  
This Portion, placed at the moment of 
conception, is a continuous Connection 
that mankind has with The Supreme 
Power of All that is created.

We hear men, women, and even 
children exclaim great joy when 
they look at the moon, at the sun, at 
the planets; even some do this when 
they see a cloud.  Others become very 
interested in the power of the rainfall, 
the snow.  Innately, man knows that 
these things are created by a Supreme 
Power, a Superior Justice, a Supreme 
Being.

Today the world is in chaos, 
and this pleases the enemy of God 
and man, because in confusion, 
turmoil, many individuals of all ages 
ignore the importance of sound moral 
values, sound moral standards, sound 
reasoning, and that there is a Creator 
that all are responsible to, for the Gift 
of life that has a Purpose, a Goal, and 
this Goal is to return a Portion of this 
life to The One Who created it at a 
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given time, because human life is a Gift 
of Divine Love.

No matter what obstacles the 
individual faces, there is a Soul in 
the individual that, as a Portion of 
The Creator, is a Strength beyond 
human understanding, and is That 
Part of human life that will one day 
represent the individual standing 
before The Father, recognized in a 
manner, a degree, a way, that gives The 
Creator a Communication that nothing 
else is capable of, and through this 
Communication, the individual that 
bore that Soul since the moment of 
conception is recognized in many ways; 
and also, at the time It was placed in 
an individual human being, to return 
to The Father after serving for Him 
through the human way.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 23, 1998 AT 1:12 P.M.

SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST

“I am Saint John The Baptist.

Many stories have been put into 
script regarding what Baptism is all 
about.  When I stood in the water and 
thousands of people came to where I 
was, I knew that what I was about to 
do was not my idea, but was instilled 
into me to be practiced for a specific 
reason, purpose.

Many stories have been written 
about the Baptism of the water.  When 
a Certain Man walked up to me, I knew 
instantly that He was not in need 
of this act for purity, but in His Very 
Countenance there was total humility, 
for He was addressing this Gift because 
It was alerting mankind to an Important 
Feature, Factor in human life.

There are many stories that I 
could speak at this time, defining many 
facets of this Gift, that in Its very 
act, cleanses the Soul of a mark that 
mankind cannot see, cannot feel, and 
in reality, is totally unaware of.  I could 
dictate volumes on the Beauty of the 
Faith in this Gift, that in Its Purpose 
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cleanses the individual of an act, that 
alerts the individual to the Importance 
of the Soul they have that is a Portion 
of The Creator, and that Soul is never to 
be tarnished in any way, of impurities, 
of desecration, of immoralities, based 
on mental or physical practices.

So much was taught at that time, 
never written at that time, but the 
Lesson for Its Purpose passed down 
through time.  No book has ever really 
covered the Beauty of the Purpose for 
which Baptism is an Important Practice 
in human life.

At different times, men, women 
and children find themselves using 
water to cleanse their bodies.  They 
feel refreshed, and they feel that the 
time gives them more energy.  When I 
was in the water, and this Particular 
Special Human Life walked up to me, I 
could not help but say to Him:  ‘There 
is no need for You.  You are All Purity,’ 
but He said to me, ‘John, as you know 
Who I Am, you must also allow Me 
the privilege of receiving what all of 
mankind should receive, for as I am 
Example of all you know Me to be, 
others will follow down through time, 
this act that gives to human life a Gift 
of purity.’
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There are so many Lessons that 
could be spoken about in the Gift 
of Baptism, and as it was spoken by 
mankind, that man is born with a mark 
because of past History, today as I speak 
through a small voice, it is important 
that mankind fully understand the Act 
of Baptism is an Act of Faith, an Act 
of Belief, that mankind is gifted with 
a Soul, a Portion of The Creator that 
nothing else has, and this Soul must 
be protected by pure thoughts, pure 
actions, pure words, and this Soul is a 
redeeming Factor that must be obedient 
to The Laws of The Creator.

There are Laws because of the 
Soul.  If there was nothing in human 
life that was not a Portion of The 
Father, there would be no need for The 
Commandments to be understood as 
important, because man would be like 
all other living matter, things.

The Commandments, in Their 
fullest measure, are in-depth in 
meaning, wisdom, and not difficult 
to understand, not difficult to follow, 
and there have been many times in 
the History of human life that The 
Commandments were set aside, as They 
are at this time in which you live.  They 
are ignored, and not even discussed 
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as having been important.  They have 
not been erased, They still exist, and 
mankind at this time refuses to read 
about Them, to speak about Them, and 
to initiate Them in religious circles 
in Their fullest degree, because the 
common thought amongst all places 
throughout the world is that The 
Commandments were for the past and 
are no longer needed.

Volumes of words could be spoken 
on this subject, but I add to this:  
Innately, mankind of all denominations, 
all backgrounds, are aware that there 
has to be a Set of Rules for mankind to 
follow, else mankind would be like all 
other living animals.

Whenever We hear This Gift of 
The Father’s Love passing through one 
voice, We All say a prayer that mankind 
will listen and see that sound moral 
values give happiness to the mind, 
the body and the Soul, and obedience 
to The Commandments of God, The 
Creator, gives assurance, hope, and a 
fuller understanding, and a Greater 
Worth for human life to even have been 
born.

My Words should pass throughout 
the world, because mankind must begin 
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to see and to more fully understand 
the Full Dimension of Love that each 
Commandment consists of, and not the 
abbreviated form.  So be it.”
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